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ARTICLES ON HOW ‘NANOPARTICLE RESEARCHERS’ IN HOMEOPATHY ARE MISGUIDING THE COMMUNITY BY THEIR ABSURD ‘INVENTIONS’ AND THEORIES’ Chandran K C- [email protected]



1. 'Nanoparticle Research in Homeopathy'- An Easy Way To Become Instantly Famous As A 'Homeopathic Scientist'! Now it is an easy job for any fame-seeking homeopath to come into the limelight as a 'scientist' or 'researcher', and 'publish a paper' for 'debunking the allegations against homeopathy', by merely spending Rs 5000! IIT-Bombay and IISc Bangalore are leasing out their research facilities to anybody who want to use their 'nanotechnology' research lab. Do as follows: Go to IISC with some samples of homeopathic 'ultra dilution' purchased from the 'market'. Pay Rs 5000 to the lab. The scientists and technicians in the lab will do the rest for you. They will find out the presence of some 'traces of nanoparticles' in the samples of 'ultra dilutions' you provided. They will explain you how it was done using modern technologies such as 'Field Emission Scanning Microscope' or 'Energy Dispersive Spectrometry'. Finished! You can now issue press release about the 'fundamental research in homeopathy' you have done. You can now tell your homeopath friends that you have proved 'homeopathy is scientific'. You can now declare that you have 'debunked the allegations against homeopathy'. Your homeopath friends will then take over. They will start posting on every facebook pages about your 'fundamental research' that proves homeopathy is not 'placebo'. They will invite you to present 'papers' in their 'scientific seminars'. You have become a 'homeopathic scientist'!!
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One 'homeopathic researcher' claims "medicines prepared by plant sources and organic substances were studied in the lab, and nanoparticles of vegetable charcoal were found in the tested homeopathy medicines." According to him, his research has proved the 'scientific basis of homeopathy"! We have to believe "nanoparticles of vegetable charcoal" are the ACTIVE PRINCIPLES of "Medicines prepared by plant sources and organic substances ". Does detection of some "particles" in a drug sample prove it is the active principle of that drug? Can anybody say, a few traces of 'nanoparticles of vegetable charcoal' can represent the medicinal properties of 'vegetable and organic drugs', which are actually due to the structural and chemical properties of highly complex molecules contained in those drugs? What does it mean? Does they mean, all 'vegetable and organic drugs' are equivalent to CARBO VEG? Our 'homeopathic researchers' always use 'elemental' or 'mineral' drugs such as ferrum, zincum, cuprum, carbon etc for their 'nanoparticle studies'. They never use complex vegetable drugs, animal drugs or nosodes for their 'nanoparticle' research. You know why? The answer will expose the hollowness of 'nanoparticle theory of homeopathy'. The 'nanoparticle researchers' of homeopathy say they detected "QUANTUM DOTS" in potentized drugs, and try to theorize that homeopathic drugs act by the power of these 'quantum dots'. I would suggest they should consult with some real scientists about this 'quantum dots' before publishing this type of 'theories'. 'Quantum dots' are tiny particles or nanocrystals of a semiconducting material with diameters in the range of 2-10 nanometers (10-50 atoms). That means, quantum dots are nothing but 'very small' nanoparticles. (size of nanoparticles is 10-100 nanometers, and that of quantum dots is 2-10 nanometers). Quantum dots were discovered by Alexey Ekimov at first in 1981 in a glass matrix. Although some pure elements and many compounds display semiconductor properties, silicon, germanium, and compounds of gallium are the most widely used in electronic devices. Elements near the so-called "metalloid staircase", where the metalloids are located on the periodic table, are usually used as semiconductors. What our 'researchers' detected in ultra-dilutions as QUANTUM DITS are actually the SILICON particles detaching from mortars during trituretion, and from glass vials during 2



dilution and succussion . They will be most probably present in all homeopathic drugs. It is absurd to theorize that these SILICA particles or QUANTUM DOTS are the active principles of potentized drugs. Homeopaths should understand, by saying homeopathic potencies contain "quantum dots" that can "influence genetic material", our respected 'savior of homeopathy' is doing a great disservice to homeopathy. By saying homeopathic potentized drugs can directly "influence genetic material", they are opening doors for our enemies to attack homeopathy by labeling it as a dangerous thing. Any drug that can "influence genetic material" will be looked upon by people as unsafe things to be used as medicines. Even if you could detect some 'traces of nanoparticles' in the samples of 'homeopathic ultra dilutions', you have to answer the following questions before declaring that you have 'proved homeopathy' and 'debunked the allegations against homeopathy': Did you prepare the 'ultra-dilutions' under your direct personal supervision, in order to ensure that the samples you used were genuinely 'ultra'? Are you aware of the fact that the 'market samples' of 'high potencies' are not reliable for research purposes, as most manufacturers sell very low potencies with the label of 'ultra high' potencies due to their profit motives? Did you use plain mixtures of water ethyl alcohol as controls, as it is common knowledge that any sample of water and alcohol may contain 'nanoparticles' of elements and other natural contaminants? Are you aware, you can detect some 'traces' of nanoparticles in any sample of alcohol or water when examined under 'Field Emission Scanning Microscope' or 'Energy Dispersive Spectrometry', even without any potentization? Did you filter out and remove the detected nanoparticles from the samples after your experiments, and verify whether the remaining 'empty' water-alcohol mixtures have no any therapeutic properties when applied as similimum? Did you filter out the detected 'nanoparticles' from your samples after experiments, and use those 'nanoparticles' as similimum in the patients to ensure that those 'nanoparticles' are the real active principles of 'ultra high dilutions'? It is very important to prove that those 'nanoparticles' are the real active principles of potentized drugs.
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Did you think about the molecular level biological mechanism by which these nanoparticles said to be present actually act up on the human organism and produce a therapeutic effect? Did you explain anything regarding the BIOLOGICAL MECHANISM by which the 'nanoparticles' produce the therapeutic effects according to 'Similia Similibus Curentur'? Are you aware of the fact that 'nanoparticles' of 'metallic elements' cannot represent the biological and therapeutic properties of complex drug substances used as drugs, as such properties arise from the complex structures and chemical properties of constituent drug molecules? Did you ever think how the 'traces of nanoparticles floating in upper layers' of ultra dilutions could be present in each and drops of our drugs, as we know from experiences that not only the 'upper layers' but even the last drop is therapeutically effective? Are you aware, by arguing that you have 'proved' potentized drugs contain nanoparticles of starting materials, you are actually framing a case against homeopathy, since it raises the serious questions of nanotoxicity? If potentized ars alb contains nanoparticles of arsenic, potentized plumbum met contains nanoparticles of lead, or potentized uranium and radium contains nanoparticles of uranium and radium, it becomes a case against homeopathy. Do you remember, we were so far vouching about the 'safety' of potentized drugs, arguing that they do not contain even a single particle of starting material? Kindly consider these questions with a rational and scientific mindset. Please understand, if you cannot provide a scientifically viable explanation for the BIOLOGICAL MECHANISM of homeopathic cure in a way fitting to the concept of Similia Similibus Curentur, your 'detection' of some 'traces of nanoparticles' in the 'market samples' of homeopathic drugs does not contribute anything in the scientific validation or 'prooving' of homeopathy. Some friends believe "homeopathy has become scientific" by the "detection of traces of nanoparticles of metallic elements" in the upper layers of ultra dilutions". In order to prove homeopathy is scientific, we have to prove what are the 'active principles' of potentized drugs. If anybody 'detected' nanoparticles, they have to PROVE those nanoparticles are the active principles. That could be done by filtering out and 4



removing the nanoparticles from homeopathic drugs, and experimentally proving that the remaining liquid 'devoid' of nanoparticles are therapeutically ineffective. Further more, they have to prove that these nanoparticles are present not only in "upper layers", but in each and every minute fraction of our drugs, as we use not only the "upper layers", but even the last drop as medicines. You will have to explain why 'nanoparticles of metallic elements' are present not only in potentized drugs but in even plain water and alcohol. You have to explain why ALL homeopathic drugs contain 'nanoparticles of metallic elements', and you will also have to prove that those nanoparticles actually come from 'original drug substances', and not from contamination. If you believe these nanoparticles are the the active principles of potentized drugs, you have to explain the BIOLOGICAL MECHANISM by which these 'nanoparticles act upon our body and produce therapeutic effect. Any explanation we provide should be fitting to the existing methods and paradigms of modern scientific knowledge system. When 'scientific' research is conducted and interpreted with gross disregard for the basics of scientific method, people will reach irrational and absurd conclusions. We have many such funny instances in the history of science. That is what actually happened in the case of 'nanoparticle research in homeopathy'. They collected some samples of 'ultra dilutions, and conducted experiments in nanotechnology labs. They could detect 'traces of some particles' in those samples. They instantly jumped into the conclusion that the detection of these 'nanoparticles' has proved that homeopathy is scientific. You take some plain water and ethyl alcohol (similar to the vehicles used for preparing potentized drugs) and repeat the same 'nanotechnology' experiments. You can detect some 'nanoparticles' in those samples also. Detection of nanoparticles in homeopathic drugs is of any value, only if you prove that mixtures of plain water and ethyl alcohol do not contain 'nanoparticles'.
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Detection of nanoparticles in homeopathic drugs is of any value, only if you could filter out and remove those 'nanoparticles' from your samples and prove that the remaining 'empty' liquid is devoid of therapeutic properties when used as similimum. Detection of nanoparticles in homeopathic drugs is of any value, only if you could filter out and separate those 'nanoparticles', and prove that the filtrate is therapeutically effective when used as similimum. Detection of nanoparticles in homeopathic drugs is of any value for scientific interpretation, only if you could scientifically first disprove avogadro law regarding the number of molecules contained in one gram mol of any substance, since you claim that the ultra dilutions are 'filled with' nanoparticles of starting materials. You will have to explain where from this unending supply of these nanoparticles come even after diluting millions of times! To a rationally thinking person, starting material will exhaust once the dilution crosses avogadro limit, and if 'nanoparticles' are still 'filled' in higher dilutions, it will be due to contamination of the solvents, or due to the claimed dilutions not being done genuinely. Above all, detection of nanoparticles in homeopathic drugs is of any value, only if you could explain the biological mechanism by which those 'nanoparticles' act as therapeutic agents, and such an explanation should be fitting to the existing modern scientific concepts as well as 'similia similibus curentur'. We were using ARS ALB 30 in high dilutions even in infants, with the conviction that dilutions above avogadro limit will not contain any remains of original drug substance. That is why homeopathy was accepted as a SAFE medicine. Now, in their eagerness to become famous as ‘scientists’, our ‘homeopathic researchers’ are making theories to prove that potentized ARS ALB will contain ARSENIC NANOPARTICLES! And our ‘science-starved’ homeopath friends are celebrating these ‘researches’ as great achievements for homeopathy, saying that ‘detection of nanoparticles’ has ‘debunked’ the ‘placebo’ allegations against homeopathy! Actually, the ‘nanoparticle theory’ is debunking our claims about the ‘safety’ of homeopathy. Are they working FOR homeopathy, or AGAINST homeopathy?
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If potentized ARS ALB contains nanoparticles in quantities sufficient to produce a curative biological action, how can you say it will not initiate harmful processes also? SEE HOW EVEN TRACES OF ARSENIC DAMAGES LIVING ORGANISM: “Arsenic interferes with cellular longevity by allosteric inhibition of an essential metabolic enzyme pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) complex, which catalyzes the oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA by NAD+. With the enzyme inhibited, the energy system of the cell is disrupted resulting in a cellular apoptosis episode. Biochemically, arsenic prevents use of thiamine resulting in a clinical picture resembling thiamine deficiency. Poisoning with arsenic can raise lactate levels and lead to lactic acidosis. Low potassium levels in the cells increases the risk of experiencing a life-threatening heart rhythm problem from arsenic trioxide.[citation needed] Arsenic in cells clearly stimulates the production of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). When the H2O2 reacts with certain metals such as iron or manganese it produces a highly reactive hydroxyl radical. Inorganic arsenic trioxide found in ground water particularly affects voltage-gated potassium channels, disrupting cellular electrolytic function resulting in neurological disturbances, cardiovascular episodes such as prolonged QT interval, neutropenia, high blood pressure, central nervous system dysfunction, anemia, and death. Arsenic exposure plays a key role in the pathogenesis of vascular endothelial dysfunction as it inactivates endothelial nitric oxide synthase, leading to reduction in the generation and bioavailability of nitric oxide. In addition, the chronic arsenic exposure induces high oxidative stress, which may affect the structure and function of cardiovascular system. Further, the arsenic exposure has been noted to induce atherosclerosis by increasing the platelet aggregation and reducing fibrinolysis. Moreover, arsenic exposure may cause arrhythmia by increasing the QT interval and accelerating the cellular calcium overload. The chronic exposure to arsenic upregulates the expression of tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin-1, vascular cell adhesion molecule and vascular endothelial growth factor to induce cardiovascular pathogenesis. Tissue culture studies have shown that arsenic compounds block both IKr and Iks channels and, at the same time, activates IK-ATP channels. Arsenic compounds also disrupt ATP production through several mechanisms. At the level of the citric acid cycle, arsenic inhibits pyruvate dehydrogenase and by competing with phosphate it uncouples oxidative phosphorylation, thus inhibiting energy-linked reduction of NAD+, 7



mitochondrial respiration, and ATP synthesis. Hydrogen peroxide production is also increased, which might form reactive oxygen species and oxidative stress. These metabolic interferences lead to death from multi-system organ failure, probably from necrotic cell death, not apoptosis.” I mean to say potencies above 12c will not contain any particles of original substance. I mean to say, active principles of drugs potentized above avogadro limit are ‘molecular imprints’, which act as artificial binding sites for pathogenic molecules. Molecular Imprints cannot interfere in the interactions between biological molecules and their natural ligands, and hence they cannot produce any harmful effect in our body. Homeopathic drugs above 12c are hundred percent safe, if potentization is genuinely done. Dear homeopaths, are you aware, by arguing that you have ‘proved’ that potentized drugs contain nanoparticles of starting materials, you are actually framing a case against homeopathy, since it raises the serious questions of nanotoxicity? If potentized ars alb contains nanoparticles of arsenic, potentized plumbum met contains nanoparticles of lead, or potentized uranium and radium contains nanoparticles of uranium and radium, it becomes a defenseless case against homeopathy, which will obviously prompt law makers to initiate stringent regulations. Do you remember, we were so far vouching about the ‘safety’ of potentized drugs, arguing that they do not contain even a single particle of starting material? I mean to say ‘nanoparticle theory’ is not only wrong, but is harmful for homeopathy. It will give new weapons to the enemies to attack homeopathy. Some homeopaths say my 'criticisms' about 'nanoparticle research' arises from my 'jealousy' and 'frustration'. They never address the real points and hard questions I raise, but conveniently ignore them. I am 'criticizing' any 'theory' and 'practice' that I think are unscientific and irrational. I do it by logically discussing the specific points involved the subjects. I cannot avoid doing it, as I am involved in evolving a scientific understanding of homeopathy. I consider it as my duty. Whether it be 'nanoparticle', 'hair transmission', 'dynamic energy', 'vital force', 8



'digital biology', 'radionics', 'reflexology' or any other pseudoscientific theory, I will consistently expose them by raising rational questions from a scientific angle. If anybody think I am wrong, answer the QUESTIONS I raise and discuss the specific POINTS. If you cannot do it, kindly keep away from me, without researching about my 'miasms', 'frustrations', 'jealousy' and 'psychology'. Yes, I am "frustrated". I am frustrated to see the homeopathic community getting fooled by fame-seeking and business-motivated 'researchers' who claim to have detected 'nanoparticles' of silica, carbon and metallic elements in samples of potentized homeopathic drugs. I am frustrated because, this 'detection of nanoparticles' is going to be utilized for framing an undefendable 'nanotoxicity case' against homeopathy in very near future, and enemies of homeopathy are going to celebrate it. I am frustrated with the dangerous inertia, shortsightedness and lack of scientific outlook of a major section of homeopathic community, especially its 'leaders' and 'spokespersons'. I am inviting your attention to an article published in Times Of India regarding a recent 'nanotechnology study' of homeopathic ultra-dilutions. SEE THE TIMES OF INDIA REPORT: "BENGALURU: For all those who think homeopathy is just placebo, here is new research that debunks that and upholds the effectiveness of the branch of medicine. The study reveals that homeopathy medicine contains nano particles of the resource medicine even in its highest diluted form. The two-year research was done by homeopathy practitioner Dr ES Rajendran, director of Vinayaka Mission Homoeopathic Medical College at the nanotechnology lab in IISc, Bengaluru. The medicines prepared by plant sources and organic substances were studied in the lab, and nano particles of vegetable charcoal were found in the tested homeopathy medicines. "This is a breakthrough and may open up vistas for advanced research in homeopathy. The study will be presented at the upcoming world homeopathy summit in Mumbai," said Rajendran at an event organized by the Global Homoeopathy Foundation on Thursday. How was the study done? The highly diluted form of homeopathy medicine used as pain relief was put on silicon vapour and left for drying for a day. "I began the study in 2013. It has been a thrilling 9



journey, especially when nano particles of vegetable charcoal were found in the medicines we tested," Rajendran said. QUOTE It's nanomedicine Though homeopathy has cured innumerable patients around the world, the mode of action of the drug and the question about the content in high dilutions sealed its growth and development all along. This was one of the most difficult questions that homeopaths around the world faced. This study will settle controversies about the nature of drug material used in homeopathy drugs. Homeopathy may as well be considered a nanomedicine. (Dr Sreevals G Menon, managing trustee of Global Homeopathy Foundation.)" -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MY COMMENTS: See how the above study was done as explained in the article: "The medicines prepared by plant sources and organic substances were studied in the lab, and nano particles of vegetable charcoal were found in the tested homeopathy medicines." "The highly diluted form of homeopathy medicine used as pain relief was put on silicon vapour and left for drying for a day". "nano particles of vegetable charcoal were found in the medicines we tested," When ethyl alcohol (as potentized drugs) is put on silicone vapor and left in the open air, ethyl alcohol molecules get adsorbed into the silicone matrix. When this silicone vapor is subjected to spectrometric studies, we can detect the presence of carbon atoms being part of alcohol meolecules entrapped in it. Observation of presence of 'carbon particles' or 'vegetable charcoal' is a natural outcome of this process. It has nothing to do with any 'scientific proving' of homeopathy. The carbon particles our 'researchers' detected by this experiment actually belong to the ethyl alcohol, not the 'starting materials' of potentized drugs.
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This 'study' is a classical example of what happens when people ignorant in basics of scientific processes and methods engage in 'researches', which lead to strange interpretations and conclusions. I fear those homeopaths who are over- enthused over the 'nanoparticle discovery' in homeopathic potencies, and sincerely believe that the 'discovery' has finally settled all questions of 'scientific proof' for homeopathy, have not carefully read the paper published by IIT-B team. READ THIS PARAGRAPH FROM IIT-B PAPER: "Another question that arises from our observations is how in spite of such huge dilutions the particles of the starting materials are retained even at 200c potency? The answer to this question could lie in the manufacturing process itself. We perceive that during the succussion process, the pounding of solutions against a rubber stop generates numerous nanobubbles as a result of entrapment of air and cavitation due to generation of ultra-sound waves. The particles of the starting material instantaneously get adsorbed on the surface of these bubbles and cavitations. This phenomenon could be similar to the mechanism of formation of Pickering emulsions, wherein the emulsified phase viz. air bubbles or liquid droplets are stabilized by a layer of particles. This nanoparticle-nanobubble complex rises to the surface and can be within a monolayer once the total metal concentrations are well below 1 ppm. It is this 1% of the top layer of the solution which is collected and added to the next vessel, into 99 parts of fresh solvent and the succussion process is repeated. This transfer of the top 1% layer in each step will ensure that once we reach below a certain concentration i.e. well within a monolayer, the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next, resulting in an asymptote beyond 6c." BEING SCIENTISTS, THEY CANNOT SHY AWAY FROM THE QUESTION "how in spite of such huge dilutions the particles of the starting materials are retained even at 200c potency". Being scientists, they cannot say Avogadro number is not applicable to homeopathic dilutions, as our 'homeopathic scientists' conveniently do. 11



If 'nanoparticles of starting materials' are detected in a sample of material diluted to 200C which is much above avogadro limit, the first question naturally arising in the mind of a 'scientist' or a even a science-conscious person is "how in spite of such huge dilutions the particles of the starting materials are retained". Being scientists, IIT-B team were bound to answer that question. They did it in the statement quoted above: According to their view, during succussion, "the pounding of solutions against a rubber stop generates numerous nanobubbles as a result of entrapment of air and cavitation due to generation of ultra-sound waves", and the "particles of the starting material instantaneously get adsorbed on the surface of these bubbles and cavitations". Then what happens? "This nanoparticle-nanobubble complex rises to the surface and can be within a monolayer". "It is this 1% of the top layer of the solution which is collected and added to the next vessel, into 99 parts of fresh solvent and the succussion process is repeated." "This transfer of the top 1% layer in each step will ensure that once we reach below a certain concentration i.e. well within a monolayer, the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next," DID YOU UNDERSTAND THE EXPLANATION PROVIDED BY THE SCIENTISTS? They said, nanoparticles of starting materials will be present only in the "1% of the top layer of the solution". They said, it is this top layer that is used for preparing the next higher dilution. They said, "the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next" during each stage of potentization. Dear homeopaths, as per your knowledge are the IIT-B scientists right in saying only the "top mono-layer of the solution" is used to prepare higher dilution? Dear homeopaths, Do you think the IIT-B scientists are right in saying "entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next"?
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If they are right, the 99% solution remaining after transfer of "1% top layer" will not contain any nanoparticles. Do you think the 99% solution remaining after transfer of "1% top layer" are discarded by the manufacturers? WITHOUT A SCIENTIFICALLY VIABLE WORKING HYPOTHESIS AS A SPRINGBOARD OF FURTHER ACTIONS, YOU CANNOT CONDUCT A GENUINE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH. OUR 'NANO-PARTICLE RESEARCHERS' OF HOMEOPATHY TRIED TO DO IT WITHOUT SUCH A HYPOTHESIS, WHICH INEVITABLY LED THEM TO POORLY CONCEIVED EXPERIMENTS, INACCURATE OBSERVATIONS, WRONG INTERPRETATIONS, FOOLISH CONCLUSIONS AND TOTALLY ABSURD THEORIES. SCIENTIFIC METHOD is a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new knowledge, or correcting and integrating previous knowledge. To be termed scientific, a method of inquiry must be based on empirical and measurable evidence subject to specific principles of reasoning. It is ‘a method or procedure consisting in systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and modification of a proposed HYPOTHESIS. The chief characteristic which distinguishes a scientific method of inquiry from other methods of acquiring knowledge is that scientists seek to let reality speak for itself. Hypothesis is raised to the status of THEORY when the predictions based on hypothesis are confirmed. Hypothesis is discarded or modified when its predictions prove false. Scientific researchers proposes a HYPOTHESIS as explanations for an unexplained but known phenomenon, and design experimental studies to test this hypothesis via PREDICTIONS which can be derived from them. These steps must be repeatable, to guard against mistake or confusion in any particular experimenter. Certain researches may encompass wider domains of inquiry that may bind many independently derived hypotheses together in a coherent, supportive structure. A hypothesis is derived as a tentative answer to a naturally arising question regarding a known phenomenon. It is a conjecture based on the knowledge obtained while formulating the question. 13



To be considered scientifically viable, a hypothesis must be FALSIFIABLE, meaning that one can identify a possible outcome of an experiment that conflicts with predictions deduced from the hypothesis through a NULL HYPOTHESIS; otherwise, it cannot be meaningfully tested. According to scientific method, PREDICTIONS, TESTING and ANALYSIS are the essential steps in the validation of a scientific hypothesis. MIT proposes the following HYPOTHESIS as an answer to the question HOW HOMEOPATHY WORKS. We have to PROVE it or DISPROVE it. “Homeopathy is a therapeutic method of curing diseases by using ‘molecular imprints’ of drug substances, which in ‘molecular forms’ could produce ‘symptoms’ similar to those presented by the patient. ‘Similarity’ of drug symptoms and disease symptoms indicate that the drug molecules and pathogenic molecules have ‘similar’ functional groups, by which they could bind to ‘similar’ biological molecules, produce ‘similar’ molecular inhibitions that caused ‘similar’ molecular pathology which are expressed through ‘similar’ subjective and objective ‘symptoms’. Molecular imprints of ‘similar’ drug molecules can act as artificial binding sites for ‘similar’ pathogenic molecules due to complementary configurational affinity, thereby deactivating them and relieving the biological molecules from pathological inhibitions, which amounts to ‘cure’. This the scientific meaning of Similia Similibus Curentur.” Essential part of this HYPOTHESIS that has to be proved or disproved first is that homeopathic potentization is a process of MOLECULAR IMPRINTING, and the active principles of potentized drugs are MOLECULAR IMPRINTS of drug molecules. This has to be proved or disproved according to scientific methods, to make homeopathy a legitimate medical science. PREDICTIONS formulated for proving MIT HYPOTHESIS are: If 'molecular imprinting' concept is right, there will not any single 'molecule' of original drug substance remaining in potencies above avogadro limit, if they are genuinely potentized.
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If 'molecular imprinting' concept is right, chemical analysis of high potency drugs and plain water-alcohol mixture will prove they have same chemical constitution. If 'molecular imprinting' concept is right, potentized drugs have therapeutic effects if used as per indications, but plain water-alcohol mixture will not exhibit any therapeutic effect. If 'molecular imprinting' concept is right, spectrometric studies will show that high potency drugs and plain water-alcohol mixtures are entirely different in their supramolecular organizations. If 'molecular imprinting' concept is right, in vitro and in vivo studies will prove that high potency drugs have biological properties that are reverse to those of their molecular forms (below 12c) If 'molecular imprinting' concept is right, high potency drugs should be capable of antidoting or neutralizing the biological effects of molecular forms of same drugs. THESE PREDICTIONS HAVE TO BE PROVED OR DISPROVED THROUGH SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS.



2. 'Quantum Dots Model'- Just Another Attempt By Bogus 'Researchers' To Fool Homeopathic Community! Our respected ‘nanoparticle researchers’ of homeopathy have lately come with the claim that they have detected “QUANTUM DOTS” in potentized drugs, and started constructing 'theories' that homeopathic drugs act by the power of these mysterious ‘quantum dots’. I would humbly suggest those 'homeopathy scientists' that they should at least consult some real scientists about this phenomenon known as ‘quantum dots’, before publishing this type of absurd ‘theories’! I wonder why majority of our homeopathic community are behaving this much irrational. When somebody say they could detect some ‘quantum dots’ in potentized medicines
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while observed with nanoscience equipment, and ‘explain’ homeopathy with this ‘quantum dots model’, nobody asks a single question about it. What exactly are these things called ‘quantum dots’? Why it is present in potentized drugs? Where from these quantum dots come in homeopathic drugs? What is the difference between molecules, nanoparticles and quantum dots? Some body should have asked these 'inventors' to explain how these simple physical entities called 'quantum dots' are expected to retain the biological and medicinal properties of complex drug substances prepared from plant or animal sources, consisting of diverse types of chemical molecules. Nobody asks such rational, natural and basic questions. Instead, everybody is delighted about this ‘detection of quantum dots’, and start theorizing about its ‘dynamic’ properties, ‘vibrations’, resonance’ and ‘quantum effects’! They start sharing this ‘wonderful’ research with their friends! Please discuss with a person of science to know what really is these ‘quantum dots’, which our ‘homeopathic researchers’ are trying to mystify. Scientists will tell you, ‘quantum dots’ are very tiny nanoparticles (2-10 nm in size) of elements or compounds displaying ‘semiconductor’ properties, especially those belonging to ‘metalloid’ class of elements in periodic table, such as silica, germanium etc. Presence of ‘quantum dots’ in potentized drugs only indicates the presence of some particles of SILICA or other semiconductor elements. Where from this SILICA comes in ALL samples of potentized drugs? Most probably by leaching from the glass and ceramic utensils used for potentization and trituration. That means, these quantum dots have nothing to do with the drug substance we use for potentization. It is a very simple knowledge. Nothing to be researched or theorized about! ‘Quantum dots’ are tiny particles or nanocrystals of a semiconducting material with diameters in the range of 2-10 nanometers (10-50 atoms). That means, quantum dots are 16



nothing but ‘very small’ nanoparticles. (size of nanoparticles is 10-100 nanometers, and that of quantum dots is 2-10 nanometers). Quantum dots were discovered by Alexey Ekimov at first in 1981 in a glass matrix. Although some pure elements and many compounds display semiconductor properties, silicon, germanium, and compounds of gallium are the most widely used in electronic devices. Elements near the so-called “metalloid staircase”, where the metalloids are located on the periodic table, are usually used as semiconductors. Our 'homeopathy researchers’ should understand that what they detected in ultra-dilutions as QUANTUM DOTS are actually the SILICON particles detaching from mortars during trituration, and from glass vials during dilution and succussion . They will be most probably present in all homeopathic drugs. It is absurd to theorize that these SILICA particles or QUANTUM DOTS are the active principles of potentized drugs. Homeopaths should understand, by saying homeopathic potencies contain “quantum dots” that can “influence genetic material”, our respected ‘researchers of homeopathy’ are doing a great disservice to homeopathy. By saying homeopathic potentized drugs can directly “influence genetic material”, they are opening doors for our enemies to attack homeopathy by raising the issue of genetic toxicity. Any drug that are claimed to “influence genetic material” will be considered by people as unsafe things potentially dangerous to living organisms.



3. Nanoparticle Model Of Iris Bell And Mary Koithan For Homeopathy- Skyscraper On A Flimsy Foundation



Iris Bell and Mary Koithan, belonging to Department of Family and Community Medicine, University of Arizona College of Medicine, has proposed a new model for homeopathic remedy effects, based on concepts such as 'low dose nanoparticles', 'allostatic cross-adaptation', and 'time-dependent sensitization in a complex adaptive system' in BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine, 22 October 2012 issue. You can read this full article at: http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6882/12/191.
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Even though most homeopaths actually got nothing about it, being desperately looking for some or other SCIENTIFIC footing for homeopathy, have embraced this theory with enthusiasm, as they hope it will give homeopathy a respectable status of NANOTECHNOLOGY! The foundation of the proposed MODEL is the assumption that potentized drugs "contain measurable source and silica nanoparticles heterogeneously dispersed in colloidal solution". This assumption is based on the RESEARCH conducted earlier by a team of scientists from IIT - B, which claimed they could 'detect' traces of nanoparticles of 'elements' in potentized drugs. As such, the feasibility of this model primarily depends up on the authority of IIT-B work. ABSTRACT OF ARTICLE is given below: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Background This paper proposes a novel model for homeopathic remedy action on living systems. Research indicates that homeopathic remedies (a) contain measurable source and silica nanoparticles heterogeneously dispersed in colloidal solution; (b) act by modulating biological function of the allostatic stress response network (c) evoke biphasic actions on living systems via organism-dependent adaptive and endogenously amplified effects; (d) improve systemic resilience. Discussion The proposed active components of homeopathic remedies are nanoparticles of source substance in water-based colloidal solution, not bulk-form drugs. Nanoparticles have unique biological and physico-chemical properties, including increased catalytic reactivity, protein and DNA adsorption, bioavailability, dose-sparing, electromagnetic, and quantum effects different from bulk-form materials. Trituration and/or liquid succussions during classical remedy preparation create “top-down” nanostructures. Plants can biosynthesize remedy-templated silica nanostructures. Nanoparticles stimulate hormesis, a beneficial low-dose adaptive response. Homeopathic remedies prescribed in low doses spaced intermittently over time act as biological signals that stimulate the organism’s allostatic biological stress response network, evoking nonlinear modulatory, self-organizing change. Potential mechanisms include time-dependent sensitization 18



(TDS), a type of adaptive plasticity/metaplasticity involving progressive amplification of host responses, which reverse direction and oscillate at physiological limits. To mobilize hormesis and TDS, the remedy must be appraised as a salient, but low level, novel threat, stressor, or homeostatic disruption for the whole organism. Silica nanoparticles adsorb remedy source and amplify effects. Properly-timed remedy dosing elicits disease-primed compensatory reversal in direction of maladaptive dynamics of the allostatic network, thus promoting resilience and recovery from disease. Summary Homeopathic remedies are proposed as source nanoparticles that mobilize hormesis and time-dependent sensitization via non-pharmacological effects on specific biological adaptive and amplification mechanisms. The nanoparticle nature of remedies would distinguish them from conventional bulk drugs in structure, morphology, and functional properties. Outcomes would depend upon the ability of the organism to respond to the remedy as a novel stressor or heterotypic biological threat, initiating reversals of cumulative, cross-adapted biological maladaptations underlying disease in the allostatic stress response network. Systemic resilience would improve. This model provides a foundation for theory-driven research on the role of nanomaterials in living systems, mechanisms of homeopathic remedy actions and translational uses in nanomedicine. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The MODEL proposed by the authors has TWO parts. First part explains what are the ACTIVE PRINCIPLES of potentized drugs: "Research indicates that homeopathic remedies contain measurable source and silica nanoparticles heterogeneously dispersed in colloidal solution". Second part suggest a BIOLOGICAL MECHANISM by which these active principles act up on the organism: "Homeopathic remediesact by modulating biological function of the allostatic stress response network, evoke biphasic actions on living systems via organism-dependent adaptive and endogenously amplified effects, improve systemic resilience." Second part of this MODEL becomes relevant for a discussion only after first part is proved right. It is made clear that the authors proposes a model for biological mechanism of homeopathic therapeutics, on the basis of the assumption that "homeopathic remedies 19



contain measurable source and silica nanoparticles heterogeneously dispersed in colloidal solution", as 'indicated' by 'researches'. It is the foundation of this MODEL. References given as authority for this assumption are: Bhattacharyya SS, Mandal SK, Biswas R, Paul S, Pathak S, Boujedaini N, Belon P, Khuda-Bukhsh AR: In vitro studies demonstrate anticancer activity of an alkaloid of the plant Gelsemium sempervirens. Exp Biol Med (Maywood) 2008, 233(12):1591-1601. OpenURL Chikramane PS, Suresh AK, Bellare JR, Kane SG: Extreme homeopathic dilutions retain starting materials: A nanoparticulate perspective. Homeopathy 2010, 99(4):231-242. OpenURL Upadhyay RP, Nayak C: Homeopathy emerging as nanomedicine. International Journal of High Dilution Research 2011, 10(37):299-310. OpenURL Ives JA, Moffett JR, Arun P, Lam D, Todorov TI, Brothers AB, Anick DJ, Centeno J, Namboodiri MA, Jonas WB: Enzyme stabilization by glass-derived silicates in glassexposed aqueous solutions. Homeopathy 2010, 99(1):15-24. OpenURL REF-1 has nothing to do with 'nanoparticle' theory. Study was regarding "anticancer activity of an alkaloid of the plant Gelsemium sempervirens". REF- 3 is an article based on the 'research' of IIT-B team, and only a repetition. It provides nothing new to support the propositions of authors. REF- 4 is a 'study' on 'enzyme stabilization by glass-derived silicates in glass-exposed aqueous solutions' . It is not clear how it becomes relevant as a reference in present context. If they expected it to 'prove' 'silicea' theory, they will have to explain why IIT-B research did not detect presence of "silicea nanoparticles" in the samples they examined. It is the REF-2 that matter here. It is a paper published by IIT-B scientists, the real 'research' that for the first time claims to have detected the presence of 'nanoparticles' in potentezed homeopathic drugs. But, if you read that paper carefully, they no where said about "measurable source and silica nanoparticles heterogeneously dispersed in colloidal
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solution", but only says they detected "traces of nanaoparticles of 'metallic elements' only, 'floating in the upper layers' of the solution". "TRACES FLOATING IN UPPER LAYERS" is different from "measurable source and silica nanoparticles heterogeneously dispersed in colloidal solution". IIT scientists do not make any reference detection of "SILICEA NANOPARTICLES". They detected only 'nanoparticles of metallic elements', that too not as "heterogenously dispersed", but as "traces floating in upper layers only". Obviously, the reference provided does not corroborate the claims of present authors. If SILICA nanoparticles, 'heterogenously dispersed' along with 'source materials' were the ACTIVE PRINCIPLES of homeopathic drugs, why IIT scientists could not detect any SILICEA nanoparticles in the samples they experimented? They only talks about 'traces of nanoparticles of source elements' only, 'floating in top 1%layer". Some body have to explain this point before building MODELS based on this nanoparticle theory. Reports regarding IIT-B research says, "in a study done as part of project work of a ‘chemical engineering’ ‘student’ for his doctorate theses, they ‘bought some samples of medicated globules of homeopathic potencies of some ‘metal elements’ from neighboring shops’, and prepared ‘high dilutions from these globules’. When examined under high resolution electron microscope, they could detect ‘traces’ of ‘nanoparticles of metallic elements floating on the top 1% of the solution’. They also found that all potencies from 6c to 200cthey examined contain nanoparticles of same quantity and shape. They claim to have proved “all dilutions are only apparent and not real in terms of the concentrations of the starting raw materials.” Can anybody with rational mind set make MODELS of homeopathic drug actions based on the findings of such a 'research'? JAYESH BELLARE, one of the authors of IIT study, said: “Our paper showed that certain highly diluted homeopathic remedies made from metals still contain measurable amounts of the starting material, even at extreme dilutions of 1 part in 10 raised to 400 (200C),’’ “The hypothesis is that nanobubbles form on the surface of the highly diluted mixtures and float to the surface, retaining the original potency." “The hypothesis is that a nanoparticle-nanobubble rises to the surface of the diluted solution; it is this 1% of the top layer that is collected and further diluted. So, the concentration remains”. " All dilutions are only apparent and not real in terms of the concentrations of the starting raw materials.” 21



Can you imagine why the IIT team conducted their experiments using only potencies of ‘elemental metals’? Could they detect any nanoparticles of 'alkaloids' or 'hormones' contained in ‘parent drugs’ in any of the complex drug substances of vegetable or animal origin, other than potencies of ‘elemental metals’ such as gold, copper and iron? What does it mean? Only ‘elemental’ drugs and simple minerals can be expected to be converted into nanoparticles by process of trituration. Hence, nanoparticles of complex molecules of complex drugs can never be detected. No body can prepare nanoparticles of complex molecules such as atropine or strychnine by homeopathic potentization process. I think the IIT team was very clever to conduct their experiments with ‘metallic elements’ only. Remember, ‘metallic elements’ are triturated before subjecting to the subsequent process of serial dilutionss and succussions. During this violent ‘rubbing’ of triturating, some metal ions may be converted into ‘nanoparticles’. If the higher potencies were not prepared exactly as prescribed, some of these nanoparticles may remain in traces in ‘higher’ potencies. The IIT team actually may have detected these remnants of nanoparticles ‘floating’ in upper layers of solutions. This finding by no way proves that these nanopartcles are the real active principles of homeopathic high potency drugs. The presence of traces of nanoparticles in high potency solutions only shows that the samples they ‘bought from neighboring shops ‘were not perfectly potentized, or they may be contaminated. Do you subscribe to their reported observation that only “top layer” is therapeutically effective, since it is only there the nano particles are ‘floating”? What will happen if we remove not only ‘top layers’, but whole upper half from a bottle of potentized medicines? Do you think the remaining part will not be effective therapeutically? If the ‘nano particles’ are only in ‘traces’, and they ‘float’ on top layers of liquid, it is obvious that these nano particles are not the real active principles of potentized drugs. In order to explain our every day experience that every single drop of drug is powerful, the whole drug should be uniformly saturated with this nanoparticles, and if that were the case, we cannot say it is in trace amounts. Kindly think over. Note their observation: “all of the nanoparticles levitate to the surface and are accommodated as a monolayer at the top”. If their reported hypothesis that “nanoparticlenanobubble rises to the surface of the diluted solution, and it is this 1% of the top layer” 22



that contains “nano particles” of element which is the active factors is accepted, how would you explain the everyday experiences of homeopaths that even the last drop of our medicines are equally powerful? Do homeopaths utilize only “only 1% of top layer” for therapeutic application in their daily practice? Do they throw away remaining parts of their stock? Is not this hypothesis at least in this aspect utterly meaning less? Why can’t we examine IIT 'research' from another angle? The report says that the samples for study were products of some Indian manufacturers, purchased from ‘neighboring shops’. What if the samples were not actually potentized to the level labeled on them, so as to get rid of traces of drug particles? Do you think it is correct on the part of such a reputed research house to purchase samples from open market for conducting such a sensitive experiment? They should have first devised some way to ensure the quality and potency of samples. IIT-B paper says: "Despite large differences in the degree of dilution from 6c to 200c, there were no major differences in the nature of the particles(shape and size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations (in pg/ml).” What does this observation show? If “from 6cto 200c, there were no major differences in the nature of the particles (shapeand size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations”, it leadsto some serious doubts whether the samples used were really genuine. Ifdilutions were prepared in prescribed manner, 6c and 200c will never contain’same’ quantity and concentrations of starting material. This observation lacks logic. Over all, there are many gray areas in this study,which should be seriously considered by homeopaths. We all know, ‘trace’ particles of ‘metal elements’ will be present in any sample of water we obtain from nature. They should have ensured that there is no ‘traces’ of ‘metal elements’ in control dilutions, before publishing this report. Instead of ‘naturally occuring’ minerals, that may be present in any natural diluents, somebody should have conducted the study using potencies of complex drug substances, and verified whether 'nanparticle theory' hold good for them also, before making 'models' on the basis of such an assumption. Only because somebody could detect the presence of some ’traces’ of ‘nanoparticles’ of original ‘metal elements’ floating on the surface of a ‘particular sample’ of homeopathic 23



drug purchased from market, is it prudent to declare that these ‘traces’ are the active principles of homeopathic drugs, and that they have ‘shown the way homeopathy works’? This is a very hasty and unwise conclusion. One has to take into consideration a lot of other variables and factors before makingsuch a tall claims. What if that particular ‘sample’ was not properly potentized as per strict homeopathic guidelines? What if those drugs were not really ‘high’ potencies, as the labels indicated? What if those ‘traces’ of ‘elemental particles’ came from the water they used for making ‘dilutions’ from ‘medicated pills’ they purchased from ‘shop’? There are a lot of such possibilities. Regarding the SILICA theory. Do the SILICA particles come from the 'glass vials', or from contamination of water or alcohol? What if the potentization was done using some polymer-based vials other than glass? Did anybody conduct such an experiment before proposing the SILICA theory? According to the MODEL proposed by the present authors, homeopathic drugs will be impotent in the absence of SILICA particles in them! If all homeopathic drugs contain SILICA particles, and if they are part of ACTIVE principles of those drugs, what about our homeopathic SILICA? If all drugs contain SILICA nanoparticles, why should we make separate SILICA for homeopathic drug? Any homeopathic drug will act as SILICA, since they contain SILICA nanoparticles? If all homeopathic drugs contain SILICA nanoparticles, how can we claim our drugs are safe? We all know, SILICA can interact with biological molecules and produce molecular errors, which is evident from the symptomatology of SILICA recorded in our materia medica works! Since the basic theory of NANOPARTICLES as the ACTIVE factors of potentized drugs is by itself untenable and implausible, a MODEL based on that 'theory' has no any value at all. Foundation itself is very flimsy, on which the authors are trying to erect a 'skyscraper'. Propositions made by the authors that homeopathic drugs ACT by "modulating biological function of the allostatic stress response network", "evoke biphasic actions on living systems via organism-dependent adaptive and endogenously amplified effects" and "improve systemic resilience", are not based on any RESEARCH or observations, but only imaginations and speculations of wildest creativity.
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4. 'Nanoparticle Theory Of Homeopathy' - Does It 'Debunk' Criticisms, Or Make Homeopathy More Vulnerable To Attacks?



We were using ARS ALB 30 in high dilutions even in infants, with the conviction that dilutions above avogadro limit will not contain any remains of original drug substance. That is why homeopathy was accepted as a SAFE medicine. Now, in their eagerness to become famous as 'scientists', our 'homeopathic researchers' are making theories to prove that potentized ARS ALB will contain ARSENIC NANOPARTICLES! And our 'sciencestarved' homeopath friends are celebrating these 'researches' as great achievements for homeopathy, saying that 'detection of nanoparticles' has 'debunked' the 'placebo' allegations against homeopathy! Actually, the 'nanoparticle theory' is debunking our claims about the 'safety' of homeopathy. Are they working FOR homeopathy, or AGAINST homeopathy? If potentized ARS ALB contains nanoparticles in quantities sufficient to produce a curative biological action, how can you say it will not initiate harmful processes also? SEE HOW EVEN TRACES OF ARSENIC DAMAGES LIVING ORGANISM: "Arsenic interferes with cellular longevity by allosteric inhibition of an essential metabolic enzyme pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) complex, which catalyzes the oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA by NAD+. With the enzyme inhibited, the energy system of the cell is disrupted resulting in a cellular apoptosis episode. Biochemically, arsenic prevents use of thiamine resulting in a clinical picture resembling thiamine deficiency. Poisoning with arsenic can raise lactate levels and lead to lactic acidosis. Low potassium levels in the cells increases the risk of experiencing a life-threatening heart rhythm problem from arsenic trioxide.[citation needed] Arsenic in cells clearly stimulates the production of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). When the H2O2 reacts with certain metals such as iron or manganese it produces a highly reactive hydroxyl radical. Inorganic arsenic trioxide found in ground water particularly affects voltage-gated potassium channels, disrupting cellular electrolytic function resulting in neurological disturbances, cardiovascular episodes such as prolonged QT interval, neutropenia, high blood pressure, central nervous system dysfunction, anemia, and death. 25



Arsenic exposure plays a key role in the pathogenesis of vascular endothelial dysfunction as it inactivates endothelial nitric oxide synthase, leading to reduction in the generation and bioavailability of nitric oxide. In addition, the chronic arsenic exposure induces high oxidative stress, which may affect the structure and function of cardiovascular system. Further, the arsenic exposure has been noted to induce atherosclerosis by increasing the platelet aggregation and reducing fibrinolysis. Moreover, arsenic exposure may cause arrhythmia by increasing the QT interval and accelerating the cellular calcium overload. The chronic exposure to arsenic upregulates the expression of tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin-1, vascular cell adhesion molecule and vascular endothelial growth factor to induce cardiovascular pathogenesis. Tissue culture studies have shown that arsenic compounds block both IKr and Iks channels and, at the same time, activates IK-ATP channels. Arsenic compounds also disrupt ATP production through several mechanisms. At the level of the citric acid cycle, arsenic inhibits pyruvate dehydrogenase and by competing with phosphate it uncouples oxidative phosphorylation, thus inhibiting energy-linked reduction of NAD+, mitochondrial respiration, and ATP synthesis. Hydrogen peroxide production is also increased, which might form reactive oxygen species and oxidative stress. These metabolic interferences lead to death from multi-system organ failure, probably from necrotic cell death, not apoptosis." I mean to say potencies above 12c will not contain any particles of original substance. I mean to say, active principles of drugs potentized above avogadro limit are 'molecular imprints', which act as artificial binding sites for pathogenic molecules. Molecular Imprints cannot interfere in the interactions between biological molecules and their natural ligands, and hence they cannot produce any harmful effect in our body. Homeopathic drugs above 12c are hundred percent safe, if potentization is genuinely done. Dear homeopaths, are you aware, by arguing that you have 'proved' that potentized drugs contain nanoparticles of starting materials, you are actually framing a case against homeopathy, since it raises the serious questions of nanotoxicity? If potentized ars alb contains nanoparticles of arsenic, potentized plumbum met contains nanoparticles of lead, or potentized uranium and radium contains nanoparticles of
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uranium and radium, it becomes a defenseless case against homeopathy, which will obviously prompt law makers to initiate stringent regulations. Do you remember, we were so far vouching about the 'safety' of potentized drugs, arguing that they do not contain even a single particle of starting material? I mean to say 'nanoparticle theory' is wrong. I mean to say 'nanoparticle theory' is harmful for homeopathy. It will give new weapons to the enemies to attack homeopathy.



5. Did The 'Nano-particle Theory' Proposed By IIT Scientists Anyway Explain 'Similia Similibus Curentur? Many homeopaths believe that researchers of iit-mumbai have "proved how homeopathy works". Some people claim that they have "proved homeopathy is nano-medicine". I fear homeopathic profession have fallen victim to the hype created over the recent IIT-B findings reported in the media. I would request all homeopaths to read that report carefully, and try to filter out the exact factual findings of the team and separate them from their 'hypothesis’ and media hype. Report says that in a study done as part of project work of a 'chemical engineering' 'student' for his doctorate theses, they 'bought some samples of medicated globules of homeopathic potencies of some 'metal elements' from neighboring shops', and prepared 'high dilutions from these globules'. When examined under high resolution electron microscope, they could detect 'traces' of 'nanoparticles of metallic elements floating on the top 1% of the solution'. They also found that all potencies from 6c to 200cthey examined contain nanoparticles of same quantity and shape. Going through the whole published reports, I could summarize the following points: “IIT-B’s chemical engineering department bought commonly available homoeopathic pills from neigbourhood shops, prepared highly diluted solutions and checked under powerful electron microscopes to find nanoparticles of the original metal.”
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“Homeopathic pills—made of naturally occurring metals such as gold and copper-— retain their potency even when diluted to a nanometre or one-billionth of a metre” “Our paper showed that certain highly diluted homoeopathic remedies made from metals still contain measurable amounts of the starting material, even at extreme dilutions of 1 part in 10 raised to 400 (200C),’’ said Dr Jayesh Bellare.” “The hypothesis is that nanobubbles form on the surface of the highly diluted mixtures and float to the surface, retaining the original potency. “We believe we have cracked the homoeopathy conundrum,’’ said Bellare.” “The hypothesis is that a nanoparticle-nanobubble rises to the surface of the diluted solution; it is this 1% of the top layer that is collected and further diluted. So, the concentration remains” This is the real story of the ‘research’. Everything else is mere hypothesis and media hype. What 'fundamental truth' regarding homeopathy you think has been proved and 'accepted by the world' by this finding"? Did they in any way prove that these 'nanoparticles floatining on top layers of dilutions' are the real active principles of potentized homeopathic drugs. And if so, how? Did they explain our theory of 'similia similibus curentur' on the basis of prsence of these 'nanoparticles'? Could they detect any nanoparticles of 'parent drugs' in any complex drugs of vegetable or animal origin, other than potenciesof 'elemental metals' such as gold, copper and iron? Can you imagine why the IIT team conducted their experiments using only potencies of 'elemental metals'? Doctors, we have to apply a lot of logical thinking before declaring that "the universal truth has to be accepted by the world some day or the other. iit-b showed the way".
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Remember, 'metallic elements' are triturated before subjecting to the subsequent process of serial dilutionss and succussions. During this violent 'rubbing' of triturating, some metal ions may be converted into 'nanoparticles'. If the higher potencies were not prepared exactly as prescribed, some of these nanoparticles may remain in traces in 'higher' potencies. The IIT team actually may have detected these remnants of nanoparticles 'floating' in upper layers of solutions. This finding by no way proves that these nanopartcles are the real active principles of homeopathic high potency drugs. The presence of traces of nanoparticles in high potency solutions only shows that the samples they 'bought from neighboring shops 'were not perfectly potentized. Only 'elemental' drugs and simple minerals can be converted into nanoparticles by process of trituration. Hence, nanoparticles of complex molecules of complex drugs can never be detected. No body can prepare nanoparticles of complex molecules such as atropine or strychnine by homeopathic potentization process. I think the IIT team was very clever to conduct their experiments with 'metallic elements' only Do you subscribe to their reported observation that only "top layer" is therapeutically effective, since it is only there the nano particles are 'floating"? What will happen if we remove not only 'top layers', but whole upper half from a bottle of potentized medicines? Do you think the remaining part will not be effective therapeutically? If the 'nano particles' are only in 'traces', and they 'float' on top layers of liquid, it is obvious that these nano particles are not the real active principles of potentized drugs. In order to explain our every day experience that every single drop of drug is powerful, the whole drug should be uniformly saturated with this nanoparticles, and if that were the case, we cannot say it is in trace amounts. Kindly think over. Why can’t we examine this issue from another angle? The report says that the samples for study were products of some Indian manufacturers, purchased from ‘neighboring shops’. What if the samples were not actually potentized to the level labeled on them, so as to get rid of traces of drug particles? Do you think it is correct on the part of such a reputed research house to purchase samples from open market for conducting such a sensitive experiment? They should have first devised some way to ensure the quality and potency of samples. 29



Let me quote from the report: "Further they have shown that despite large differences in the degree of dilution from 6c to 200c, there were no major differences in the nature of the particles(shape and size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations (in pg/ml)." What does this observation show? If "from 6cto 200c, there were no major differences in the nature of the particles (shapeand size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations”, it leadsto some serious doubts whether the samples used were really genuine. Ifdilutions were prepared in prescribed manner, 6c and 200c will never contain'same' quantity and concentrations of starting material. This observation lacks logic. Over all, there are many gray areas in this study,which should be seriously considered by homeopaths. Some doctors saying that they are happy "to get the inference that there is some material present" in homeopathic potencies shows our anxiety to hear that 'there is something' in homeopathy. ARE WE NOT CONFIDENT ON THAT? Doctors, do you think this detection of some' traces' of nanoparticles of 'metal elements' floating on 'top layers' of the dilution in any way help homeopathy in providing a scientific explanation for 'simila similibus curentur', or mechanism of homeopathic therapeutics? The hype regarding the IIT-B study has grown to such a state that thousands of email attachments are being forwarded between homeopaths all over the world on this report. This over enthusiasm shows the gravity of ‘scientific deprivation’ homeopathic profession is presently subjected to. This hype shows their ‘thirst’ to hear some ‘good’ news from scientific world to get themselves convinced that ‘at least there is something’ in homeopathic medicines. The present hype has grown to such a stage that some homeopaths even declare that the IIT study has ‘proved’ that homeopathy is nanotechnology!
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IIT team only said that they could detect ‘traces’of ‘nano particles’ of naturally occurring ‘metal minerals’ in the samples they tested. “nano particles’ and nano technology is not the same. “Nano’ only refers to a range of measurement in the study of ultraminute forms of matter.Nanotechnology is a modern technology dealing with matter at nano range of measurement, and manipulating them to prepare various nano devices. No IIT scientist said nothing about ‘nanotechnology’ in homeopathy. They only said that they could detect traces of nanoparticles of ‘elements’ in homeopathic drugs. Why we utterly fail to note the difference and apply some logical thinking before being part of this hype? We should not forget that the reported IIT study was only a project work of IIT chemical engineering student, as part of his doctorate thesis. See the report. "IIT-B’s chemical engineering department bought commonly available homoeopathic pills from neighborhood shops, prepared highly diluted solutions and checked under powerful electron microscopes to find nanoparticles of the original metal." Is this the way a sample is to be collected for a serious research study on such a sensitive subject? They purchased 'homeopathic pills' and prepared 'high dilutions'. Is this the way homeopathic potencies are prepared? What about controls? They should have used control solutions of 'unmedicated pills' in same dilution and the out come compared. We all know, 'trace' particles of 'metal elements'will be present in any sample of water we obtain from nature. They should have ensured that there is no 'traces' of 'metal elements' in control dilutions, before publishing this report. Instead of 'naturally occuring' minerals, that may be present in any natural diluents, they should have conducted the study using potencies of complex drugs such as nux vomica, which contain complex molecules such as brucine, strychnine etc, and try to detect 'traces' nanoparticles of those molecules in high dilutions.
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"Traces' of 'elements' cannot mimic the medicinal properties of complex molecules. Were there any homeopathic expert present in the team to over see this study? No body asked about it. This study only proves either the samples they collected were not properly potentized, the study was not well planned, or the outcome is not logically interpreted. Such half-cooked 'researches' and well planned hypes over them will only do harm to homeopathy. The problem is that "times of india" or any media reporting this study or creating this hype never said that "this is just the beginning of their studies". See the head line: "IITBteam shows how homeopathy works". Is this not mere empty hype? Did they actually show how homeopathy works? They only purchased some "medicated pills" of homeopathic potencies of "naturally occuring metal elements" and prepared highly diluted solutions, and detected 'traces' of nanoparticles of of elements 'floating in the 1% top layer' of liquid they tested. Did this provide any clue regarding "how homeopathy works"? I consider this as mere hype intended to defame and injure homeopathy. If we accept that homeopathy potencies act by 'traces of nanoparticles' remaining in them even after dilution, the whole laborious process of homeopathic potentization become a meaningless waste. Can we subscribe to this injurious interpretation? Why should "we have to first prove them there is some medicinal particles present"? So far we were saying that potentized homeopathic medicines do not contain any original drug molecules! Why should we change our stand? How can we say that the 'traces' of 'nanoparticles' detected to be floating on the 'toplayer' is the real medicinal substance in our potentized drugs? If that inference were correct, 'traces' would not be present 'every where'. But we use every particle of our drugs with expected therapeutic results. Obviously, our drugs contain not 'traces' but 'saturated' with real 'medicinal factors',whatever it may be. SOMETHING PRESENT IN EVERY PARTICLE OF OUR DRUGS CANNOT BE CALLED "TRACES". Only because IIT-B has "the elite group of academia in our country and whole world" do not ensure the correctness of everything they say about homeopathy. Please note, no 32



homeopathic expert is part of this team. Moreover, this work was only a project work of students as part of their doctoral theses. This is not a seriously planned and executed research of "the elite group of academia". Instead of merely relying upon the 'eliteness' of the organization, let us use our logical thinking to examine the correctness of their methods and interpretation. Do you expect that "the elite group of academia in our country and whole world" would one day come forward to help homeopathy? They only want to 'disprove' homeopathy. The present hype created around this reported study also is part of that 'ulterior' ploy. Enemies of homeopathy can utilize this study to 'prove' that what ever homeopaths were saying about homeopathic potentization was ultimately wrong. If the active principles of homeopathic drugs are 'remnants' of basic drugs existing in 'traces', the whole process of potentization become meaningless. Does anybody think that such an interpretation would help homeopathy? Really, this is an untruthful mis-representation of facts. May be, done by media to create a hype and news value. The title "IIT-Bteam shows how homeopathy works" has nothing to do with the real content of the work done by the team. The experiment wasnot really planned to find out "how homeopathy works". The experiment was only to find out whether there remained any traces of starting materials in high potencies. From the selection of samples itself, their method was totally disagreeable to us. Any how, they could detect some 'traces' of 'metal minerals' in the samples they used. Only that much. From that simple observation it is not at all right to declare that they have "'showed how homeopathy works", and homeopathy is 'nano technology'! Only because they could detect some 'traces' of elements, that does not necessarily mean that the active principles of homeopathic drugs are those 'traces of element particles'. Could they explain how these 'nanoparticles' interfere in the pathological bio molecular processes on the basis of 'similia similibus curentur'?. With out that being done, how the media declare that they have 'shown how homeopathy works? In my opinion, responsible homeopaths should try to get a reasonable reply to this question from media or researchers. They should be made to understand they would be answerable while mis-representing their real findings and creating unnecessary hype, which is injurious to homeopathy. Only because somebody could detect the presence of some'traces' of 'nanoparticles' of original 'metal elements' floating on the surface of a 'particular sample' of homeopathic
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drug purchased from market, is it prudent to declare that these 'traces' are the active principles of homeopathic drugs, and that they have 'shown the way homeopathy works'? This is a very hasty and unwise conclusion. One has to take into consideration a lot of other variables and factors before makingsuch a tall claims. What if that particular 'sample' was not properly potentized as per strict homeopathic guidelines? What if those drugs were not really 'high' potencies, as the labels indicated? What if those 'traces' of 'elemental particles' came from the water they used for making 'dilutions' from 'medicated pills' they purchased from 'shop'? There are a lot of such possibilities. But our homeopaths succumb to the media hype even without fully reading the lines of the available reports carefully, applying a pinch of logical reasoning. It shows the 'scientific starvation' homeopaths are long subjected to. If they had read the report carefully, they would have realized that 'project study' only proves that the 'researchers' could'detect' some 'traces' of 'nanoparticles of metal elements' floating on the '1%top layer' of the solution of homeopathic 'sugar pills' they 'bought from neighboringshops'. Does it provide anything to support their claim that they have 'shown how homeopathy works? Or to substantiate the enthusiasm of homeopaths to declare that somebody has proved 'homeopathy is nanotechnology'? Will they understand, only by using a word 'nano' does notmake anything 'nanotechnology'? This is a very pathetic situation. The IIT students who conducted this study and created this empty hype may be laughing in private seeing this vulnerability of homeopaths. Really, i feel like crying for homeopathy and homeopaths! We need no body's help to "prove that homeopathy works! Thousands of homeopaths the world over are 'proving' it daily through millions of cures, for more than last two centuries. We need no 'certificate of scientist' to 'prove' that 'homeopathy is not placebo'. LET ME QUOTE FROM THE MEDIA REPORT: 34



"The confirmed presence of nanoparticles challenges current thinking about the role of dilutions in homeopathic medicines. They have found that the concentrations reach a plateau at the 6c potency and beyond. Further they have shown that despite large differences in the degree of dilution from 6c to 200c, there were no major differences in the nature of the particles (shape and size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations (in pg/ml)." How would those homeopaths, showing so much enthusiasm over this reported study, respond to this statement? This statement shows how the study can be utilized by opponents of homeopathy to 'disprove' the whole theory of homeopathic potentization. If the real active principles of homeopathic medicines are the 'traces' of nanoparticles' of 'starting material', remaining even after dilutions, and from 6c to 200 no major differences in the 'nature ofparticles', does it not 'show' that our whole concepts regarding 'potentization' were utter foolishness? Do you think that this study really 'strengthens' homeopathy or 'prove' homeopathy'? Carefully read this part of media report: "The confirmed presence of nanoparticles challenges current thinking about the role of dilutions in homeopathic medicines" How can such a finding that 'challenges current thinking about role of dilutions in homeopathy' be depicted as a 'proof' in favor of homeopathy? Really, it is going to be used as the greatest 'evidence' against homeopathy, by the skeptics in future. Once this 'nanoparticles' theory is accepted by the profession, we will also have to accept the argument that any samples that is proved negative for the presence of 'nanoparticles' is ineffective. Obviously, we will have to yield to the argument that any cures we obtain from such homeopathic drugs that do not contain 'nanoparticles' are mere placebo effect. What will we say when finally the government makes a legislation banning all homeopathic potencies that do not contain 'nanoparticles' of parent drugs?
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Hope the profession would realize the gravity ofthe situation. Once the presence of 'nanoparticles' is accepted as the criteria for effectiveness of homeopathic potencies, the same IIT scientists can develop a sophisticated device to test the presence of 'nanoparticles' in any given sample of homeopathic drug. Government can easily make some legislation making it mandatory to subject every homeopathic drugs to this test before getting certified. How would this finding explain the mechanism of therapeutic action of potentized homeopathic drugs? All homeopathic medicines are not prepared from simple “metallic elements”, but complex drugs of vegetable, mineral and animal origin containing highly complex molecules, not only ‘metalic elements”. Can presence of “nano-particles” of ‘metal elements’ contained in these complex drug molecules mimic the highly complex molecular level properties of those very large molecules? From the observed presence of ‘NANO PARTICLES OF METAL ELEMENTS’ how would IIT team help us to construct a working model that would explain “similia similibus curentur” logically? Most funny part of their hypothesis is that “nanoparticle-nanobubble rises to the surface of the diluted solution; it is this 1% of the top layer that is collected and further diluted. So, the concentration remains”. This statement clearly shows that they know nothing about the real process involved in homeopathic potentization. Hahnemann advised to throw away the whole content in the bottles after each stage of potntization, and fill the bottle with diluent for moving to next stage. That means, he advised to use the bottom layer drops remaining in the bottle. He never said to use the ‘top layer’ for next stage of potentization. The observation of IIT team that only the “1% of the top layer that is collected and further diluted” is totally against facts, as all of us know, In my opinion, IIT team’s reported findings prove nothing regarding the fundamentals of homeopathic therapeutics. They only prove that high potencies of certain metal elements
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such as “gold and copper” retain some nano particles in them on the ‘top layers’ of dilutions. I think this finding has no any serious in implications in explaining the therapeutic principle of “similia similibus curentur”, or the molecular mechanism of ‘potentization’. If their reported hypothesis that “nanoparticle-nanobubble rises to the surface of the diluted solution, and it is this 1% of the top layer” that contains “nano particles” of element which is the active factors is accepted, how would you explain the everyday experiences of homeopaths that even the last drop of our medicines are equally powerful? Do homeopaths utilize only “only 1% of top layer” for therapeutic application in their daily practice? Do they throw away remaining parts of their stock? Is not this hypothesis at least in this aspect utterly meaning less? IIT study might have been successful in detecting the presence of nano particles of “metal elements” used for potentization, floating on the “surface” of the solution, which they say is only 1% of total liquid. If those nano particles they detected were really the therapeutically active factors of homeopathic medicines, why we get excellent results by using even the last stains of drugs in our dispensing bottles? Our experience is that not only the “1% top layer”, but each and every particle of our potentized drugs are therapeutically effective. That clearly shows that the therapeutic factors of our drugs are distributed evenly in every part of the liquids. Our potentized drugs are really saturated with the active therapeutic factors, not only on the surface. I would also like to invite your attention to another aspect of "nanoparticle" theory. There exist a lot of apprehensions over the topic of 'nanotoxicity'. Let me quote from Wikipedia on NANOTOXICOLOGY: "Nanomaterials, even when made of inert elements like gold, become highly active at nanometer dimensions. Nanotoxicological studies are intended to determine whether and to what extent these properties may pose a threat to the environment and to human beings. For instance, Diesel nanoparticles have been found to damage the cardiovascular system in a mouse model.
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Calls for tighter regulation of nanotechnology have arisen alongside a growing debate related to the human health and safety risks associated with nanotechnology. The smaller a particle is, the greater its surface area to volume ratio and the higher its chemical reactivity and biological activity. The greater chemical reactivity of nanomaterials results in increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), including free radicals. ROS production has been found in a diverse range of nanomaterials including carbon fullerenes, carbon nanotubes and nanoparticle metal oxides. ROS and free radical production is one of the primary mechanisms of nanoparticle toxicity; it may result in oxidative stress, inflammation, and consequent damage to proteins, membranes and DNA The extremely small size of nanomaterials also means that they much more readily gain entry into the human body than largersized particles. How these nanoparticles behave inside the body is still a major question that needs to be resolved. The behavior of nanoparticles is a function of their size, shape and surface reactivity with the surrounding tissue. In principle, a large number of particles could overload the body's phagocytes, cells that ingest and destroy foreign matter, thereby triggering stress reactions that lead to inflammation and weaken the body’s defense against other pathogens. In addition to questions about what happens if non-degradable or slowly degradable nanoparticles accumulate in bodily organs, another concern is their potential interaction or interference with biological processes inside the body. Because of their large surface area, nanoparticles will, on exposure to tissue and fluids, immediately adsorb onto their surface some of the macromolecules they encounter. This may, for instance, affect the regulatory mechanisms of enzymes and other proteins. Nanomaterials are able to cross biological membranes and access cells, tissues and organs that larger-sized particles normally cannot. Nanomaterials can gain access to the blood stream via inhalation or ingestion. At least some nanomaterials can penetrate the skin; even larger microparticles may penetrate skin when it is flexed. Broken skin is an ineffective particle barrier, suggesting that acne, eczema, shaving wounds or severe sunburn may accelerate skin uptake of nanomaterials. Then, once in the blood stream, nanomaterials can be transported around the body and be taken up by organs and tissues, including the brain, heart, liver, kidneys, spleen,bone marrow and nervous system. Nanomaterials have proved toxic to human tissueand cell cultures, resulting in increased oxidative stress, inflammatory cytokine production and cell death. Unlike larger particles, 38



nanomaterials maybe taken up by cell mitochondria and the cell nucleus. Studies demonstrate the potential for nanomaterials to cause DNA mutation and induce major structural damage to mitochondria, even resulting in cell death. Size is therefore a key factor in determining the potential toxicity of a particle. However it is not the only important factor." I have quoted the above passage so extensively, to invite attention to the long term implications of the hype being created over the findings of IIT team. If we accept 'nanoparticles' as the active principles of potentized homeopathicmedicines, ongoing nanotoxicology studies can bemade applicable to homeopathic medicines also. If the present apprehensions in the scientificworld regarding nanotoxicity finally turns out into a strict legislationalprocesses globally, and homeopathic medicines are included in the group of'nanoparticle' materials, homeopathy will have a very tough time to come. I have quoted the above passage so extensively, to inviteattention to the long term implications of the hype being created over thefindings of IIT team. If we accept 'nanoparticles' as the active principles of potentized homeopathic medicines, ongoing nanotoxicology studies can be made applicable to homeopathic medicines also. If the present apprehensions in the scientific world regarding nanotoxicity finally turns out into a strict legislational processes globally, and homeopathic medicines are included in the group of 'nanoparticle' materials, homeopathy will have a very tough time to come. "NANOPARTICLE" THEORY REGARDING HOMEOPATHIC POTENTIZATION SHOULD BE WELCOMED WITH GREAT CAUTION. I warn homeopaths against falling prey to the hype over the reported IIT findings. It proves nothing positive in homeopathy. Ultimately it only provides some new weapons to those who want to 'disprove' the whole theory of homeopathic potentization. BEWARE!
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6. Discussion Between Dr. Rajesh Shah And Chandran K C On 'Nanoparticle Research' In Homeopathy I AM REPRODUCING HERE A VERY PRODUCTIVE DISCUSSION BETWEEN DR. RAJESH SHAH AND MYSELF THAT HAPPENED ON HIS PAGE REGARDING THE VARIOUS ISSUES RELATED WITH NANO-PARTICLE RESEARCH IN HOMEOPATHY: Rajesh Shah: April 20 at 9:21pm · Mumbai · http://wap.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/a-homeopathic-experiment-giveshope-for-treatment-of-aidsChandran KC: Quoted from the report: ""For years, homeopathy is stated to have been using the process of converting snake venom and poison from scorpions, spiders and wild bees into medicinal substances by transforming them into nano-particles that have proved safe and effective for patients." Can anybody "transform snake venom and poison from scorpions, spiders and wild bees" into NANO-PARTICLES? Did any 'researcher' ever detect 'nanoparticles of snake poison' in potentized homeopathic drugs? If you do not know the answer, ask somebody who knows what really are 'snake venom", 'nano-particle' and 'nanotechnology'. Rajesh Shah: : Scientists like you could take up the study to examine the 'NANOPARTICLES' if any, from snake venom, as remarked by the journalist. Let's form a habit of undertaking actual research in the lab instead of 'only' criticising sitting in the office! Time to scrutinise every aspect of our homeopathy belief system. Let's transform homeopathy from 'belief system' to 'scientific system' by action; not just by words.
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Chandran KC: It was not the "remark" of a journalist. It was the words of your colleague, quoted by the journalist. I agree with you, sir. I have great respect for you. But I warn you, beware of the short-sighted, money-minded people around you, who are going to take you into great trouble and bad fame. You will understand the meaning of my words in near future. Actually, it was the main reason why avoided the GHF event Rajesh Shah: I had personally invited you to GHF! Chandran KC: I am trying to "understand actual research in the lab". Evaluation, criticism and interpretation are essential part of "understanding lab results". I have gone very deep into the nanoparticle research. That is why I raise some questions about. it. Chandran KC: Sure sir. You personally invited me. I agreed to come first, as I thought it will be a great opportunity for MIT. But later, when I came to know about other 'organizers' whom I personally know very well, I became suspicious of the real intentions. I know from previous experiences they only want to come to lime light by any way, or make some money. That is why I stayed back. Rajesh Shah: Questioning is not bad; but necessary. Nanoparticle is the proof of the content of homeopathy medicine. Many misunderstand it as proof of efficacy. Proof of efficacy comes from many studies; as presented at WHS. I can't describe them here. Rajesh Shah: One should get attracted by the purpose; not by people! Chandran KC: 41



Our 'homeopathic researchers' always use 'elemental' or 'mineral' drugs such as ferrum, zincum, cuprum, carbon etc for their 'nanoparticle studies'. They never use complex vegetable drugs, animal drugs or nosodes for their 'nanoparticle' research.. You know why? The answer will expose the hollowness of 'nanoparticle theory of homeopathy'. Chandran KC: Our new 'nanoparticle researchers' say they detected nanoparticles of 'vegetable charcoal' in all samples of 'vegetable and organic' drugs they tested in ultra-dilutions.' 'Vegetable charcoal' means CARBON. And they came to the queer conclusion that these nanoparticles are the active principles of potentized drugs. If all 'vegetable and organic' drugs act by CARBON NANOPARTICLES, why should we use different drugs? Is it not enough to use potentized carbon or CARBO VEG only? Is it not absurd to say NUX VOMICA and PULSATILLA are similar, since both contain CARBON? What is going on here, in the name of 'homeopathic research'? Do you realize, you are making homeopathy a piece of mockery by this act? Chandran KC: Can anybody "transform snake venom and poison from scorpions, spiders and wild bees" into NANO-PARTICLES? Did any 'researcher' ever detect 'nanoparticles of snake venom' in potentized homeopathic drugs? If we do not know the answer, let us ask somebody who knows what really are 'snake venom", 'nano-particle' and 'nanotechnology'. Chandran KC: The 'nanoparticle researchers' of homeopathy say they detected "QUANTUM DOTS" in potentized drugs, and try to theorize that homeopathic drugs act by the power of these 42



'quantum dots'. I would suggest they should consult with some real scientists about this 'quantum dots' before publishing this type of 'theories'. 'Quantum dots' are tiny particles or nanocrystals of a semiconducting material with diameters in the range of 2-10 nanometers (10-50 atoms). That means, quantum dots are nothing but 'very small' nanoparticles. (size of nanoparticles is 10-100 nanometers, and that of quantum dots is 2-10 nanometers). Quantum dots were discovered by Alexey Ekimov at first in 1981 in a glass matrix. Although some pure elements and many compounds display semiconductor properties, silicon, germanium, and compounds of gallium are the most widely used in electronic devices. Elements near the so-called "metalloid staircase", where the metalloids are located on the periodic table, are usually used as semiconductors. What our 'researchers' detected in ultra-dilutions as QUANTUM DOTS are actually the SILICON particles detaching from mortars during trituretion, and from glass vials during dilution and succussion . They will be most probably present in all homeopathic drugs. It is absurd to theorize that these SILICA particles or QUANTUM DOTS are the active principles of potentized drugs. Homeopaths should understand, by saying homeopathic potencies contain "quantum dots" that can "influence genetic material", our respected 'savior of homeopathy' is doing a great disservice to homeopathy. By saying homeopathic potentized drugs can directly "influence genetic material", they are opening doors for our enemies to attack homeopathy by labeling it as a dangerous thing. Any drug that can "influence genetic material" will be looked upon by people as unsafe things to be used as medicines. Chandran KC: Study the supra-molecular re-arrangement happening in water and ethyl alcohol mixture during potentization. Key to the scientific understanding of homeopathy lies there. Your search for 'nanoparticles' of original drug substances in ultra-dilutions is actually leading you to a wrong direction. You may detect some particles of 'metallic elements' remaining either due to contamination or improper potentization, but you can never explain the biological mechanism of homeopathic cure on that basis. Earlier you realize this truth, the better it will be for the future advancement of homeopathy. 43



Chandran KC: READ THIS PARAGRAPH FROM IIT-B PAPER: "Another question that arises from our observations is how in spite of such huge dilutions the particles of the starting materials are retained even at 200c potency? The answer to this question could lie in the manufacturing process itself. We perceive that during the succussion process, the pounding of solutions against a rubber stop generates numerous nanobubbles as a result of entrapment of air and cavitation due to generation of ultra-sound waves. The particles of the starting material instantaneously get adsorbed on the surface of these bubbles and cavitations. This phenomenon could be similar to the mechanism of formation of Pickering emulsions, wherein the emulsified phase viz. air bubbles or liquid droplets are stabilized by a layer of particles. This nanoparticle-nanobubble complex rises to the surface and can be within a monolayer once the total metal concentrations are well below 1 ppm. It is this 1% of the top layer of the solution which is collected and added to the next vessel, into 99 parts of fresh solvent and the succussion process is repeated. This transfer of the top 1% layer in each step will ensure that once we reach below a certain concentration i.e. well within a monolayer, the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next, resulting in an asymptote beyond 6c." BEING SCIENTISTS, THEY CANNOT SHY AWAY FROM THE QUESTION "how in spite of such huge dilutions the particles of the starting materials are retained even at 200c potency". Being scientists, they cannot say Avogadro number is not applicable to homeopathic dilutions, as our 'homeopathic scientists' conveniently do. If 'nanoparticles of starting materials' are detected in a sample of material diluted to 200C which is much above avogadro limit, the first question naturally arising in the mind of a 'scientist' or a even a science-conscious person is "how in spite of such huge dilutions the particles of the starting materials are retained". Being scientists, IIT-B team were bound to answer that question. They did it in the statement quoted above:
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According to their view, during succussion, "the pounding of solutions against a rubber stop generates numerous nanobubbles as a result of entrapment of air and cavitation due to generation of ultra-sound waves", and the "particles of the starting material instantaneously get adsorbed on the surface of these bubbles and cavitations". Then what happens? "This nanoparticle-nanobubble complex rises to the surface and can be within a monolayer". "It is this 1% of the top layer of the solution which is collected and added to the next vessel, into 99 parts of fresh solvent and the succussion process is repeated." "This transfer of the top 1% layer in each step will ensure that once we reach below a certain concentration i.e. well within a monolayer, the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next," DID YOU UNDERSTAND THE EXPLANATION PROVIDED BY THE SCIENTISTS? They said, nanoparticles of starting materials will be present only in the "1% of the top layer of the solution". They said, it is this top layer that is used for preparing the next higher dilution. They said, "the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next" during each stage of potentization. Dear homeopaths, as per your knowledge are the IIT-B scientists right in saying only the "top mono-layer of the solution" is used to prepare higher dilution? Dear homeopaths, Do you think the IIT-B scientists are right in saying "entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next"? If they are right, the 99% solution remaining after transfer of "1% top layer" will not contain any nanoparticles. Do you think the 99% solution remaining after transfer of "1% top layer" are discarded by the manufacturers? Chandran KC: The specific question I raised in this post is: 45



If nanoparticles are present only in the 1% top layer of the solution, and if "the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next", how can they say these ultra dilutions act by nanoparticles? If they are right, the homeopathic drug samples remaining after "transfer" of "1% top layer" to the next bottle will be therapeutically ineffective! Chandran KC: Enemies of homeopathy know better than anybody else that 'proving' the presence of 'nanoparticles' of 'metallic elements' in potentized homeopathic drugs is the best way to 'finish' homeopathy for ever, since it will automatically raise the issue of 'nanotoxicity' and prove homeopathy is not safe, on the basis of which stringent regulations could be initiated. If 'starting materials' are proved to be present even in ultra-dilutions, it will unquestionably prove that the fundamental theory of homeopathic 'potentization' is a lie. If this detection of nanoparticles in homeopathic drugs was done directly by modern scientists or nanotechnology labs, homeopaths would have easily recognized the antihomeopathic big pharma conspiracy involved in it. Since it is made to be done by fameseeking homeopaths themselves by providing funds, lab facilities and publicity, homeopathic community fail to recognize the conspiracy involved in it. Time will prove the truth, but homeopathy will have no time to defend or repair the damages. If this 'research' is true, homeopathy has lost all its credibility and right of existence. I am sure, this 'nanoparticle research' is utter nonsense. Only thing to know is, who is behind this farce. Time will prove. Homeopathic drugs will not actually cause any nanotoxicity. But enemies of homeopathy can now enhance their antihomeopathic propaganda raising nanotoxicity issue. They can accuse, homeopathy medicine contains very dangerous particles of lead, ars, mercury etc. They can prove homeopathic potentization is only a fraud. They can ask governments to initiate stringent regulations. They can ask homeopathic drugs should be tested and certified to ensure their 'nanoparticle' levels are in safety range. I SMELL SOMETHING FISHY. TIME WILL PROVE THE TRUTH. BUT HOMEOPATHY WILL HAVE TO UNDERGO GRAVE DAMAGE BY THAT TIME.
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Chandran KC: Here I am referring to two slides presented at GHF summit regarding 'nanoparticles study' of AURUM METALLICUM. Watch both slides carefully. It is said that potentized aurum met contains 'nanoparticles' containing Aurum, Aluminium, Silica, Pottassium, Ferrum, Cuprum, Indium, Hafnium, Sodium, Chlorine, Boron, Cobalt and Carbon, along with 'Quantum Dots'. Nanoparticles detected in Aurum Met contains Aurum in following ratios: 6C contains 2.82%, 30C contains 89.06%, 200C contains 12.14%, 1M contains 1.24%, 10M contains 24%, 50M contains 9.73 %, CM contains 6.58% of elemental aurum. 15.63% of ALUMINIUM is present in nanoparticles detected in Aurum Met 1M. But other potencies of Aurum met does not contain any ALUMINIUM. Where from this aluminium came in aurum met 1m only, which was not present in 6c, 30c, 200c, 10m or cm? See the fun.Nanoparticles detected in Aur met 1m contains only 1.24% aurum, where it contains 15.63% aluminium. If 'nanoparticles are active principles of AURUM MET 1M, does it act by 15.63% aluminium or 1.24% aurum? If AUR MET 6C contains AUR 2.82% and CUPRUM 75.82%, which will be the active principles? CUPRUM or AURUM? If AUR 200 contains AURUM 12.14%, POTTASSIUM 29.36%, CUPRUM 25.8%, and SODIUM 20.08%, how can you say AURUM NANOPARTICLES are the active principles of Aur Met 200? If AUR MET 50M contains AURUM 9.73% , CUPRUM 53.27%, and COBALT 23%, how can you say it is AURUM MET? Rather callit and use it as CUPRUM MET?
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If AURUM MET CM contains AURUM 6.58%. CUPRUM 35.36, and HAFNIUM 36.56%, is it appropriate to use it as AURUM? Hope some 'nanoparticles specialists' would explain. If you look into these two slides carefully, you will get a lot of things to laugh at!! Chandran KC: Before declaring that homeopathic 'ultra-dilutions' are 'filled with' NANO-PARTICLES of starting materials, first you have to scientifically disprove Avogadro law regarding the number of molecules contained in one gram mol of any substance. You will have to explain where from this unending supply of these nanoparticles come even after diluting millions of times! Can potentization duplicate particles, or generate new ones? To a rationally thinking person, it is obvious that the starting material will exhaust once the dilution crosses avogadro limit, and if 'nanoparticles' are still 'filled' in higher dilutions, either the dilutions were not genuine, or it has nothing to do with 'starting materials'. Chandran KC: If you cannot explain the molecular level biological mechanism by which the 'nanoparticles' act as the therapeutic factors of homeopathic medicines, your claims regarding detection of nanoparticles does not contribute anything positive in the scientific understanding of homeopathy Rajesh Shah: Your concerns are relevant; but I think, nano-toxicity is not likely to be a challenge. Chandran KC: I said it, sir. Our drugs cannot cause any nanotoxicity. Chandran KC:
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Purchase some samples of 'ultra dilutions'from the market, pay Rs 5000 to a 'nanotechmology lab', get the samples tested for presence of 'nanoparticles'! Go to the press and declare that you have proved 'homeopathy is scientific'! Then go to a 'global seminar' and present a paper on your 'research'. Nothing done to ensure the samples you purchased were genuine ultra dilutions. Nothing done to rule out contaminations. No control samples tested. Nothing done to prove these nanoparticles are the real active principles of potentized drugs. Nothing done to prove that the samples from which nanoparticles are removed are therapeutically ineffective. No questions asked about the various possibilities of 'nanoparticles' getting detected in the samples. Nothing discussed how these nanoparticles can represent the medicinal properties of complex drug molecules. Nothing discussed about the biological mechanism by which these nanoparticles act as therapeutic agents. Nothing explained how this nanoparticles fit into the theory of similia similibus curentur. HOW CAN YOU CLAIM THIS IS A SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, NOT A CHILD'S PLAY? Chandran KC: I am frustrated to see the homeopathic community getting fooled by fame-seeking and business-motivated 'researchers' who claim to have detected 'nanoparticles' of silica, carbon and metallic elements in samples of potentized homeopathic drugs.
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I am frustrated because, this 'detection of nanoparticles' is going to be utilized for framing an undefendable 'nanotoxicity case' against homeopathy in very near future, and enemies of homeopathy are going to celebrate it. I am frustrated with the dangerous inertia, shortsightedness and lack of scientific outlook of a major section of homeopathic community, especially its 'leaders' and 'spokespersons'. Rajesh Shah: Please refer to my reply given earlier on this page.. Chandran KC: Sir, I am posting here all my points regarding nanoparticle theory, hoping you could read it when you get time. We can discuss later on each and every point. ONLY YOU CAN ENGAGE IN A SCIENTIFIC DISCOURSE WITH ME. Chandran KC: Some friends believe "homeopathy has become scientific" by the "detection of traces of nanoparticles of metallic elements" in the upper layers of ultra dilutions". In order to prove homeopathy is scientific, we have to prove what are the 'active pr...See More Rajesh Shah: There were papers in proposed mechanism of action. You should have attended WHS. Chandran KC: First they have to say where from this unending supply of nano-particles come in ultra dilutions. For that, they have to prove why our dilutions disobey avogadro limit. Then they should explain why they use only simple minerals and elemental drugs for their 'nano research'.. They have to explain how nanoparticles can retain medicinal properties of very
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complex drug molecules. They have to rule out the presence of nanoparticles in plain wateralcohol mixture. ISSUE OF 'MECHANISM OF ACTION' COMES ONLY LATER Chandran KC: They say they detected QUANTUM DOTS in potentized drugs, and make theories about their action on genetic substance. Why they fail to realize that these QUANTUM DOTS are simple SILICA particles leaching into our medicine from glass and ceramic utensils? Chandran KC: Sir, I am sure you know science and scientific methods better than me. Kindly be cautious not to be part of this 'nanoparticle game' that is making homeopathy a piece of mockery before the scientific community Chandran KC: At least, try to get an answer to the question "where from this unending supply of nanoparticles come in ultra dilutions". If it is by "carry over the whole into next step" as IIT-B team say, what about the remaining part from which the "1% top layer" is carried to next level of dilution? Is it discarded? We have to get an answer from some body!



7. Dana Ullman- Foremost Spokesman Of Pseudo-scientific ‘Energy Medicine’ Theories of Homeopathy In his eagerness to defend his most cherished latest craze 'nanopharmacology' concept, and to utilize it to provide a scientific glare to his pseudoscientific 'energy medicine' theories, respected Dana Ullman now gives a new twist to nanoparticle theory of IIT scientists.
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He says: "It doesn't necessarily assert that it is the nanoparticles that have ALL of the impact. It could also mean that the nanoparticles change the entire sovent (the water medium)" This is really a new contribution from dana ulman to nanoparticle theory. But it makes the whole puzzle more mysterious and complex, which is the actual intention of dana. By this statement, he is trying to utilize the 'nanoparticle theory for justifying the most pseudoscientific 'energy medicine theories' in homeopathy', of which he is a prominent proponent along with his CAM counterparts. By this statement, he is trying to say that nanoparticles are not the real active principles of potentized drugs that makes "all impacts", but they 'change the whole solvent' by inducing it to 'vibrate' exactly similar to 'vibrations of drug substance', and that these 'immaterial dynamic vibrations' are the active principles of potentized drugs! He would also say, these 'vibrations' will act upon 'vital force' in a 'dynamic way' by 'resonance' and produce cure! Dana ullman 'supports' nanoparticle discovery of IIT scientists, and will not tolerate any questions being asked regarding this 'scientific evidence'! But he is not interested in proposing a biological mechanism by which nanoparticles act as therapeutic agents when applied on the basis of 'similia similibus curentur'. On the contrary, he proposes "it doesn't necessarily assert that it is the nanoparticles that have ALL of the impact. It could also mean that the nanoparticles change the entire sovent (the water medium)". That means, he do not want to establish nanoparticles as active principles of potentized drugs. He theorizes 'whole medium' is changed by the 'traces' of nanoparticles which the scientists detected 'floating in the upper layers' of potentized drugs. What change is made to medium? He is not bothered to explain. It is implied that 'whole medium' is 'changed' in such a way that 'vibrations' of drug substances are 'transferred' to the 'medium', and it is these 'vibrations' that 'resonate' with 'vibrations' of 'vital force', thereby effecting a cure! SEE how cleverly the 'energy medicine' proponents twist and hijack the nanoparticle theory proposed by IIT scientists in a way fitting to their pseudoscientific 'dynamic energyvibration-resonance-vital force' frame work!! His statement makes it very much obvious that dana ulmann and his 'energy medicine' friends are 'supporting' nanoparticle theory not to rationally resolve the riddles of homeopathy and
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make it more scientific, but hoping to utilize it to provide a 'scientific' glare to their nonsense 'vibration' theories. This hijacking of nanoparticle concepts proposed by IIT scientists into 'energy medicine' path becomes a serious issue since it is done by a person like Dana Ullman. He is not an 'ordinary' man. Not a 'small fish' like me, but a 'big shark' ruling the vast oceans of international homeopathy. Dana himself claims: "My reputation is high and wide because of my body of positive work on homeopathy". Positive or negative, he is 'working' a lot 'for' homeopathy. For making homeopathy a piece of mockery before the scientific community. Not only Skeptics and scientific community, but a good number of homeopaths consider Dana's writings as 'authentic' representation of homeopathy. When he talks nonsense theories, scientific people with will think homeopathy is that much nonsense, and homeopaths are idiots! His "reputation is high and wide"! Dana Ullman, who is claimed to be described by TIME magazine as “the Leading Proselytizer of Homeopathy” and ABC News touted as “Homeopathy’s Foremost Spokesman”, is a prominent proponent of ‘ultra-scientific’ ‘energy medicine’ theories in homeopathy that severely discredit the scientific credentials of homeopathy. Please read his articles on his site and try to understand what he says about the mechanism of homeopathic drug action. He has no opinion of his own. He will quote many others, and say ‘it is said’, ‘it is believed’. He never commits to any theory. Same time, all articles of Dana Ulman have an undercurrent of ‘energy medicine’ theories. Energy medicine theory is the greatest enemy of scientific homeopathy. Scientific community will never accept homeopathy as a medical science, if we go on talking ‘energy medicine’. We have to use the paradigms of science, language of science, concepts of science, terms of science, methods of science. We should explain homeopathy as a science, fitting to modern biochemistry, molecular biology and pathology. Dana Ulmann would be the first person to write articles supporting any emerging theories or new research reports appearing in homeopathy. As I already said, he instantly ‘supports’ every new theories, but commits to nothing. If you ‘accept’ a theory in its real sense, you will have to discard and disown its contradicting theories. Ulmann will ‘support’ molecular imprints, next day he will write an article supporting ‘energy medicine’ theories. Next day he will support nanoparticle theory. The moment the IIT B research report appeared in media, he 53



wrote an article declaring ‘homeopathy is nanopharmacology’, same time adding that ‘nanopaticles’ act by ‘vibrations’ and ‘resonance’! It is a wonderful exercise. He never goes into the depth of any theory. He only quote others. His all articles always contains ‘it is said’ and ‘it is believed’. He ‘says’ nothing specific. He never antagonize any theory directly, but very cleverly utilize every new ‘researches’ to justify the ‘energy medicine concepts. The flag-ship article of his website "Why Homeopathy Makes Sense and Works-A Great Introductory Article for Advocates OR Skeptics of Homeopathy" clearly shows that he is is totally blank on "How Homeopathy Works". He admits "precisely how homeopathic medicines work remains a mystery according to present scientific thinking". If it is a mystery, how could he claim it is "nano-pharmacology"? In this article, he says homeopathy uses "nanodoses" of medicinal substances. Either he has no idea about what "nano" means, or he is not aware that drugs potentized above 12c or avogadro number cannot contain a single drug molecule. How can something that does not contain a 'single' molecule be 'nano-doses' of drug substance? To be "nano-doses", there should be drug molecules present! In the same article, Ulmann says Homeopathy works on the basis of 'hormesis'. Hormesis is all about the biological actions of 'small' quantities of drugs. How could Ullman talk about hormesis knowing well that potentized drugs contain no drug substance? If you accept homeopathy as hormesis, you are obviously discarding the principles of homeopathic potentization. Homeopathy is not SMALL doses- it is NO doses! DANA ULLMAN SAYS: "One metaphor that may help us understand how and why extremely small doses of medicinal agents may work derives from present knowledge of modern submarine radio communications. Normal radio waves simply do not penetrate water, so submarines must use an extremely low frequency radio wave. However, the terms “extremely low” are inadequate to describe this specific situation because radio waves used by submarines to penetrate water are so low that a single wavelength is typically several miles long! If one considers that the human body is 70-80% water, perhaps the best way to provide pharmacological information to the body and into intercellular fluids is with nanodoses. Like the above mentioned extremely low frequency radio waves, it may be necessary to use extremely low (and activated) doses as used in homeopathic medicines, in order for a person to receive the medicinal effect." 54



SEE ANOTHER 'METAPHOR': "It is commonly known that certain species of moths can smell pheromones of its own species up to two miles in distance. It is no simple coincidence that species only sense pheromones from those in the same species who emit them (akin to the homeopathic principle of similars), as though they have developed exquisite and specific receptor sites for what they need to survive and to propagate their species. Likewise, sharks are known to sense blood in the water at distances, and when one considers the volume of water in the ocean, it becomes obvious that sharks, like all living creatures, develop extreme hypersensitivity for whatever will help ensure their survival. It is therefore not surprising that renowned astronomer Johann Kepler once said, “Nature uses as little as possible of anything.” These are a very 'funny' metaphors only 'Ulmanian logic' can decipher relating with 'how homeopathy works'.! In the article "Nobel Prize-Winning Virologist's New Research Gives Significant Support to Homeopathic Pharmacology" Ullman claims that Luc Montaigner's researches using 'aqueous dilutions' of bacterial DNA supports homeopathic potentization, even though "homeopathy is not mentioned anywhere" by Montaigner. But Ullman conveniently ignores the fact that Montaigner never used dilutions above 12x, which is very much lower to avogadro limit. Upto 23x, there is always chance for original molecules to be present. Montaigner even said he could not detect any 'electromagnetic signals' above 18x. How can Ullman claim Montaigner proved the efficacy of 'high dilutions' used in homeopathy? For my appraisal of Montaigner's observations, go to this link: http://dialecticalohmeopathy.wordpress.com/2011/09/27/luc-montagniers-observationsof-ultra-dilutions-and-its-implications-on-homeopathy/ Dana is never bothered or does not notice the fact that Montaigner's 'ghost dna' theory and nanoparticle theory of IIT-B team contradict each other!. He 'supports' both theories!. That is a very special quality of Dana- he can support and promote any number of contradicting theories same time, without any 'partiality'. He commits to nothing. He would connect any contradicting theories using his 'energy medicine' theories of 'electromagnetic radiations' and 'biomagnetic resonance'! According to him, homeopathic medicines act by 'resonance', nanoparticles act by 'resonance', 'ghost dna' act by 'resonance'. Life is 'resonance', disease is lack of 'resonance', cure is re-establishment of 'resonance'. Everything could fit well into this
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'resonance' theory- let it be homeopathy, faith healing, distant healing, radionics, dowsing, drug transmission or any occult practice. 'Resonance' and 'radiations' is the answer. In his article “Homeopathic Medicine is Nanopharmacology”, Dana Ullman answers the question “How does homeopathy work” as follows: “How homeopathic medicines work is presently a mystery. And yet, nature is replete with striking examples of the powerful effects of extremely small doses of active agents. It is commonly known that certain species of moths can smell pheromones of its own species up to two miles away. Likewise, sharks are known to sense blood in the water at large distances. I stress again that nanopharmacological doses will not have any effect unless the person is hypersensitive to the specific medicinal substance. Hypersensitivity is created when there is some type of resonance between the medicine and the person. Because the system of homeopathy bases its selection of the medicine on its ability to cause in overdose the similar symptoms that the sick person is experiencing, homeopathy’s “law of similars,” as it is called, is simply a practical method of finding the substance to which a person is hypersensitive. The homeopathic principle of similars makes further sense when one considers that physiologists and pathologists now recognize that disease is not simply the result of breakdown or surrender of the body but that symptoms are instead representative of the body’s efforts to fight infection or adapt to stress. Fever, inflammation, pain, discharge, and even high blood pressure are but a small number of the common symptoms that the organism creates in order to defend and to try to heal itself. Over 200 years of experience by homeopathic physicians hav found that a homeopathic medicine acts longer and deeper when it is more potentized. Although no one knows precisely why this happens, it is conjectured that highly potentized nanopharmacological doses can more deeply penetrate cells and the blood-brain barrier than less potentized medicines. Although there is no consensus on why these ultramolecular doses work more deeply, there is consensus from users of these natural medicines that they do.
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One cannot help but sense the potential treasure-trove of knowledge that further research in homeopathy and nanopharmacology will bring in this new millennium.” ————————————————————————————————I GOT NOTHING. DID DANA ANYWHERE PROVIDE ANY STRAIGHT ANSWER TO THE QUESTION ‘HOW HOMEOPATHY WORKS? ANYBODY GOT ANY IDEA? Only thing I got is he explains “law of similars,” as “simply a practical method of finding the substance to which a person is hypersensitive”, and this “hypersensitivity is created when there is some type of resonance between the medicine and the person”. According to Dana that is how homeopathy works- “resonance between medicine and person”! He pretends to be talking science by saying 'homeopathy is nanopharmacology', whereas his 'nanopharmocology' has nothing to do with modern nanotechnology or pharmacology. His 'nano pharmacology' acts by resonance! That is the wonderful quality of Dana Ullman’s writings. He talks a lot, he writes a lot- of course in a very knowledgeable and ‘scientific’ language. But nobody gets nothing from him. Everything begins in mystery and ends in mystery. And you should know, he is “the Leading Proselytizer of Homeopathy” and “Homeopathy’s Foremost Spokesman” in western world"! My request to Dan Ullman is, he should be a little more cautious and consistent while explaining homeopathy. Being the most noted "Foremost Spokesman” of homeopathy, he should be more responsible. While saying homeopathy is 'hormesis', 'small doses' and 'nanopharmacology', he should be aware that he is contradicting the concept of homeopathic potentization. He should try to explain how potentized drugs, even without a single drug molecule contained them, act therapeutically on the basis of 'similia similibus curentur'. Any reasonable theory about homeopathy should explain what actually happens during potentization, what are the active principles of potentized drugs, and what is the exact molecular mechanism by which these active principles produces a therapeutic effect. We should explain potentization and similia similibus curentur in a way fitting to modern scientific knowledge. Most importantly, we should be consistent in our explanation, whatever it be.
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Homeopathic 'theoreticians' should always remember, there is an elite skeptic scientific community vigilantly keeping watchful eyes on whatever 'theories' we talk about homeopathy. We have to be very cautious not to provide new arms and ammunition to our critics to attack homeopathy, by making inconsistent and self-contradicting statements and promoting obviously unscientific theories about homeopathy. I would expect homeopathic 'theoreticians' to concentrate on providing specific answers to following direct questions, if they are serious in their inquiry ‘how homeopathy works’: 1. What exactly happens during potentization? What is the exact process involved? 2. What are the active principles of potentized drugs? 3. What is the exact biological mechanism by which these active principles of potentized drugs interact with the organism and produce a therapeutic effect? 4. How would you explain ‘similia similibus curentur’ in the light of your understanding of potentization and therapeutic action of potentized drugs?



8. What Did The IIT-B Team Actually Prove About Homeopathy?



By detecting the presence of ‘nanoparticles’ in the samples of homeopathic drugs, what did the IIT-B team actually prove”? They only proved that the ‘market samples’ of 6c, 30c and 200c are not much different from each other, and the manufacturers are fooling the profession by selling very low potencies (below Avogadro limit) with labels of ‘ultra-high’ dilutions! The research team also got fooled by conducting this research using these fake ‘ultra-high’ potencies. Studying the IIT-B research findings carefully, I noted the following points:
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1. The team used ‘market samples’ of homeopathic dilutions 6c, 30c and 200c 2. Homeopathic dilutions of ‘metal derived medicines’ only were used for the study. 3. 2000 ml of dilutions of each drug was taken separately, and subjected for evaporation until 4ml remained. This ‘concentrated’ 4ml which remained was used for study. 4. Using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), electron diffraction and chemical analysis by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES), they “detected the presence of physical entities in these extreme dilutions, in the form of nanoparticles of the starting metals and their aggregates”. 5. They also “found that the concentrations reach a plateau at the 6c potency and beyond. 6. They also “have shown that despite large differences in the degree of dilution from 6c to 200c (1012 to 10400), there were no major differences in the nature of the particles (shape and size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations (in pg/ml). 5. They also found that these “nanoparticles” of starting materials were present only in the 1% top layer. The remaining part contained no nanoparticles. According to them, during potentization, “this nanoparticle/nanobubble complex rises to the surface and can be within a monolayer once the total metal concentrations are well below 1 ppm. It is this 1% of the top layer of the solution which is collected and added to the next vessel, into 99 parts of fresh solvent and the succession process is repeated. This transfer of the top 1% layer in each step will ensure that once we reach below a certain concentration i.e. well within a monolayer, the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next, resulting in an asymptote beyond 6c.” By detecting the presence of ‘nanoparticles’ in the samples of homeopathic drugs, what did the IIT-B team actually prove”? They only proved that the ‘market samples’ of 6c, 30c and 200c are not much different from each other, and the manufacturers are fooling the profession by selling very low potencies (below Avogadro limit) with labels of ‘ultra-high’ dilutions! The research team also got fooled by conducting this research using these fake ‘ultra-high’ potencies.
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9. See How Misinterpretation Of A Great Scientific Work Leads To Wrong Conclusions I could locate a very important research work "Homeopathy emerging as nanomedicine" by Rajendra Prakash Upadhyay (Department of Bio-chemical Engineering and Biotechnology, Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi, New Delhi, Indi a), Chaturbhuja Nayak (Central Council for Research in Homeopathy, New Delhi, India ) Published in Int J High Dilution Res 2011; 10(37): 299-310. Read the full text of original article on this link: http://www.feg.unesp.br/~ojs/index.php/ijhdr/article/view/525/551 I am quoting the ABSTRACT of their work here: ------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT Background: Homeopathy is a time-tested two-century old empirical system of healing. Homeopathic medicines are prepared through a characteristic process known as potentization, where serial dilutions are performed with strong strokes at each step of dilution. Homeopathy is controversial because most medicines do not contain one single molecule of the corresponding starting-substance. Aim: To investigate a possible nanoscience mechanism of action of homeopathic medicines. Methodology: Ultra-pure samples were prepared and were examined under scanning (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) along with selected area nanodiffraction (SAD) and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). Also trace element analysis (TEA) for silicon was performed. Results: Homeopathic medicines showed not to be „nothing‟, but exhibited nanoparticles and conglomerates of them, which had crystalline nature and were rich in silicon. Conclusions: During the violent strokes involved in potentization, information arising from the serially diluted starting-substance might be encrypted by epitaxy on silicon-rich crystalline nanoparticles present in the resulting homeopathic medicine. The „size‟ of the information encrypted on nanoparticles might vary together with the degree of dilution. As homeopathic medicines exhibit healing effects, these nanoparticles along with the interfacial water on their surface might carry this information - which biological systems are able to 60



identify - to the target. As various forms of silica are known to interact with proteins and cells of the immune system, homeopathy might represent a nanomedicine system. Possible confirmation, however, requires further research in materials and interfacial water. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It is an excellent work, even though I do not agree with their interpretations and conclusions. Had it been interpreted correctly, this work would have contributed a lot in the MIT concepts. SEE THE FINAL DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS OF research paper by Rajendra Prakash Upadhyay and Chaturbhuja Nayak: "Discussions: The dose of homeopathic medicine a patient takes may contain few (or zero) molecules/atoms of the starting-substance, but this fact alone does not make homeopathic medicines a variety of nanomedicines [12]. Toumey [12] compared homeopathic to nanomedicines, and quoting the example of nanomedicine Aurimune®, argued that nanomedicines differ from homeopathic medicines. The major difference is the use of a known amount of medicine in case of nanomedicines compared to homeopathic medicines. In addition, gold nanoparticles in nanomedicine Aurimune® act as the carriers of the active agent to the target. In the case of homeopathic medicines, crystalline silica (or silicon) nanoparticles (along with other trace elements leaching from the glass wall of the vial) with interfacial water on their surface may acquire the structural information of the starting-substance during the process of potentization. In medium and high potencies, which are commonly used in clinical practice, the presence of starting-source is likely to be zero but it is “immaterial”. It may be argued that what matters here is the “size” of the possible encrypted information, perhaps with the electromagnetic signature of the starting-substance. Such “size” might derive from the dilution level of the homeopathic medicine, since homeopathic medicines in different potencies exhibit different effects and properties. Furthermore, silica (or silicon) nanoparticles might also act as carriers of information. Such nanocarriers might convey the information of the starting-substance - which biological systems are able to identify - to the target, which the starting-substance molecules in themselves are not able to reach. The target, however, is unlikely to be local because homeopathy is rated a holistic therapy assumed to work by means of the immune system. It is worth to remark that various forms of silica are known to interact with proteins and cells of the immune system [13]. 61



As homeopathic medicines might have both the “size” of the information of the diluted away starting-substance and the carriers needed to convey this information - which biological systems are able to identify - to the target, they may qualify as nanomedicines. Consequently, the nature, composition and surface features of the crystalline material (along with interfacial water) present in homeopathic medicines compared to controls have paramount importance. These must be further investigated, while keeping an eye also on possible electromagnetic emission. This investigation requires suitable developments in the fields of materials and interfacial water. Conclusions: Three homeopathic medicines very frequently used in clinical practice were found not to be “nothing”, but exhibited high nanoparticle contents. Such nanoparticles were rich in silicon and had crystalline nature. During the strong strokes of potentization, the nanoparticles might acquire the information of the diluted away starting-source encrypted on them by means of epitaxy. As various forms of silica are known to interact with proteins and cells of the immune system, these nanoparticles (along with the interfacial water on their surface) might also act as carriers of this information to the target. The “size” of information might be related with the dilution degree of medicines. Under such possible conditions, homeopathy qualifies as a nanomedicine system not requiring high technology. For confirmation and further elaboration purposes, new research in materials and interfacial water are required" The authrs say : "In the case of homeopathic medicines, crystalline silica (or silicon) nanoparticles (along with other trace elements leaching from the glass wall of the vial) with interfacial water on their surface may acquire the structural information of the startingsubstance during the process of potentization". This is a very important observation. But they failed to explain this 'acquiring' of information in terms of molecular imprinting. Could they interpret this phenmenon using the concept of molecular imprinting, and explain how these molecular imprints act as artificial binding sites for pathogenic molecules, the picture would have been entirely different. Only 'molecular imprinting' can explain the biological mechanism of homeopathic cure in a way fitting to the paradigms of mdern biochemistry and 'ligand-target' interactions. In the absence of idea of molecular imprinting, they try to utilize the concept of "possible encrypted information, perhaps with the electromagnetic signature of the starting-substance", which could lead to hijacking of this valuable research work by energy medicine theorists who propagate pseudoscience. The statement "the target, however, is unlikely to be local 62



because homeopathy is rated a holistic therapy assumed to work by means of the immune system" is pregnant with such possibilities. 'Targets are unlikely to be local', but 'holistic' is a statement that destroys the scientific credibility of this great work. Concept of 'holistic target' instead of 'local' or molecular targets is nothing but an attempt to satisfy 'vital force' theory. The statement "must be further investigated, while keeping an eye also on possible electromagnetic emission" is also a departure from genuine scientific interpretations of this research. Explaining mechanism of drug actions in terms of 'electromagnetic emissions' and 'resonance' is a subject very dear to 'energy medicine' homeopaths, but it contradicts existing scientific concepts regarding biological mechanism of cure. The conclusion that "During the strong strokes of potentization, the nanoparticles might acquire the information of the diluted away starting-source encrypted on them by means of epitaxy" shows they have no slightest inclination of molecular imprinting. Epitaxy actually refers to the deposition of a crystalline overlayer on a crystalline substrate, where the overlayer is in registry with the substrate. In other words, there must be one or more preferred orientations of the overlayer with respect to the substrate for this to be termed epitaxial growth. The overlayer is called an epitaxial film or epitaxial layer. The term epitaxy comes from the Greek roots epi, meaning "above", and taxis, meaning "in ordered manner". It can be translated "to arrange upon". For most technological applications, it is desired that the deposited material form a crystalline overlayer that has one well-defined orientation with respect to the substrate crystal structure. By explaining potentization in terms of 'epitaxy' instead of 'molecular imprinting', the authors obviously misinterprets their scientific observations. In epitaxy, it is drug molecules that are carried- not 'information'' of drug molecules. Information can be carried in the absence of drug molecules only by molecular imprinting. Epitaxy is about carrying a layer of drug molecules -not information- on a carrier matrix, which cannot happen in high dilutions. I request the authors to re-interpret their observations in the light of 'molecular imprinting', which would make their work a great historical milestone in the scientific understanding of homeopathy
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10. A Scientific Dialogue Between Dr. Sanjib Chattopadhyay And Chandran K C On MIT Hypothesis.



For a very long time, I have been waiting for a reasonable and science-based criticism of MIT hypothesis, Now, Dr. Sanjib Chattopadhyay , Associate Professor, PhD at Brahmananda Keshab Chandra College, Sodepur, .has came forward, raising some serious scientific questions about the viability of MIT concepts I proposed regarding scientific explanation of homeopathy. I am delighted to post his criticisms here, which he had actually posted on my page 'REDEFINING HOMEOPATHY'. Hope for a meaningful dialogue. Dr. Sanjib Chattopadhyay writes: "I do agree with your opinion that a hypothesis should be erected from the available data before experimenting anything. However, I have something to comment on your opinion of ‘molecular imprinting’ concept: 1. MIT says: If ‘molecular imprinting’ concept is right, there will not any single ‘molecule’ of original drug substance remaining in potencies above avogadro limit, if they are genuinely potentized. Ans: Presence of single molecule cannot be proved even by most sophisticated spectrophotometer. Even radio-immuno assay methods have some limitations. In ultra low dilution the solute molecules remain so tightly entrapped by solvent molecules that the ordinary spectrophotometric data cannot reveal their existence. Only some alterations in hydrogen bond structure can be detected. 2. MIT says: If ‘molecular imprinting’ concept is right, chemical analysis of high potency drugs and plain water-alcohol mixture will prove they have same chemical constitution. Ans: Experimentally it has been proved that it does not occur. Both solutions possess much difference in their crystal water properties, detectable by Fourier Transform Infra Red spectrophotometer. It can sense alteration of hydrogen bond structures, which are specific for each drug. However, the detection of drug molecule (only applicable for drugs of mineral origin) requires Atomic absorption spectrophotometry and electron microscopic study, which the team actually did. 64



3. MIT says: If ‘molecular imprinting’ concept is right, potentized drugs have therapeutic effects if used as per indications, but plain water-alcohol mixture will not exhibit any therapeutic effect. Ans: If drug molecules remain hidden within the cluster of solvent molecule they can move interior of a cell and stimulate the minute proteins. In case of simple water-alcohol mixture it is not possible. 4. MIT says: If ‘molecular imprinting’ concept is right, spectrometric studies will show that high potency drugs and plain water-alcohol mixtures are entirely different in their supramolecular organizations. Ans: There is a limitation of ordinary spectrophotometric data. It cannot sense element below a limit of detection. Also solvent-masked drug molecules remain hidden from the exposure of ordinary spectrophotometer, though it can be detected to some extent by atomic absorption spectrophotometer, because it burns away its solvent shield by acetylene flame. 5. MIT says: If ‘molecular imprinting’ concept is right, in vitro and in vivo studies will prove that high potency drugs have biological properties that are reverse to those of their molecular forms (below 12c) Ans: Certainly. Do you see any noticeable difference between Nux vom 6c and Nux vom 30c in curing the patients? 6. MIT says: If ‘molecular imprinting’ concept is right, high potency drugs should be capable of antidoting or neutralizing the biological effects of molecular forms of same drugs. Ans: There are so many evidences that prove that pre or post treatment of minute dose drugs (molecular or non-molecular) can decrease or nullify the effect of higher dose drugs. The best known example is Hormesis." I WILL ANSWER HIS ARGUMENTS POINT BY POINT: POINT 1. Number of 'molecules' or 'atoms' in any given quantity of any substances will be limited by avogadro number, which is an accepted scientific fact. Otherwise, somebody will
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have to prove that either avogadro number is wrong, or, 'new matter' is continuously generated from nothingness by the process of potentization. In ultra dilutions, where the substance is diluted millions of times above avogadro limit, where from you expect this unending supply of drug molecules you imagine to lay "tightly entrapped by solvent molecules"? Even if some drug molecules remain in the whole volume of a solution, how could you imagine those "rare" molecules to be present in each and every drops or minute fractions of drops of potentized drugs used by homeopaths as 'doses'? How could you imagine to explain the medicinal properties of each and every drops of ultradiluted drugs on the basis of these 'drug molecules' that may be only very rarely distributed in a large volume of diluted drug? Sir, you said that "ordinary spectrophotometric data cannot reveal" the presence of drug moleciles lying "entrapped in solvent molecules" . If so, using what technology you actually observed those "hidden molecules"? Could you find the drug molecules lying hidden in each and every fractions of ultra dilutions? You have said that "some alterations in hydrogen bond structure can be detected" in potentized drugs. How could you jump into the conclusion that these "alterations" are indications of "hidden" drug molecules? If 'alterations' could be seen in the 'whole' volume of potentized drugs, it is sure that it will not be due to "hidden" molecules, which even if present, will not be enough in numberst to be distributed in every part of the potentized drugs. Why cant you think these "alterations of hydrogen bonds" may be due to a rearrangement of water-ethyl alcohol molecules at their supra-molecular level, which indicates 'molecular imprinting'? POINT 2. My point was, 'chemical constitution' of plain water-alcohol mixture and 'high potency drugs' will be the same., since both will contain only water and ethyl alcohol molecules. I agree with your statement "both solutions possess much difference in their crystal water properties, detectable by Fourier Transform Infra Red spectrophotometer". Difference in "rystal water properties" do not indicate any difference in their "elemental constitution". On the other hand, it is a clear evidence for supra-molecular rearrangement of vehicle happening during potentization, which points to 'molecular imprinting'.
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POINT 3. If the therapeutic actions of high potencies were due to the "drug molecules remaining hidden within the cluster of solvent molecules", It is very obvious that WHOLE volume of a given dilution will not be therapeutically effective. Homeopaths know very well that they get curative effects from using each and every minute fractions of a given volume of high potency drug. Anybody who knows there is a limitation for number of molecules in a given quantity of any substance knows very well that 'drug molecules' will not be present 'everywhere', even after diluting the substance millions of times! POINT 4. There have been a lot published research reports demonstrating the difference in spectro-photometric studies of ultra dilution drugs and plain water-alcohol mixtures. Such a difference is an obvious indication for supra-molecular rearrangement happening due to 'molecular imprinting. POINT 5. Of course, sir. We already have a lot of in vitro and in vivo scientific studies to show "high potency drugs have biological properties that are reverse to those of their molecular forms". I can provide reference links if you want. POINT 6. Exact molecular mechanism of phenomenon of so called "hormesis" is still unexplained scientifically. Concept of hormesis is applicable only in effects of "small quantities" of toxic substances. It has no any relevance in homeopathic ultra dilution effects, which will not contain any 'quantity' of drug substance. I can give you reference links of scientific studies which prove " high potency drugs are capable of antidoting or neutralizing the biological effects of molecular forms of same drugs". READ THIS FOLLOWING ARTICLE FOR THE REFERENCES I MADE IN ABOVE POINTS : 'Analysis Of Some Important Scientific Studies That Indirectly Validates MIT Concepts' https://dialecticalohmeopathy.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/analysis-of-studies.pdf If you believe NANOPARTICLE RESEARCH has "proved" homeopathy, kindly answer this question:
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If you believe NANOPARTICLE RESEARCH has "proved" homeopathy, kindly answer this question: Molecular mass of CARBON is 12. According to AVOGADRO, 12 grams of CARBON will contain 6.022 x 10^23 molecules of carbon. Since one molecule of carbon contains 2 atoms, the number of total atoms in 12 gms will be double this number. Means, 12 gms will contain 2 x 6.022 x 10^23 atoms of carbon. (1204400000000000000000000) If we are starting potentization by triturating 1 gm of carbon with 99 gms of sugar of milk, first potency will contain 100360000000000000000000 carbon atoms in 100 gms of CARBON 1C potency. 100 gms 2C potency will contain 103600000000000000000 atoms. 100 gms 3c potency wil contain 1036000000000000000 atoms 100gms 4c potency 10360000000000000 100 ml of 12C potency of CARBON will contain 1.04 carbon atoms. 100 ml of 13C potency will not contain even a single atom of carbon. You may calculate 30C, 200C, 1M and CM if you want to know. If you say ACTIVE PRINCIPLES of 'ultra dilutions' are NANOPARTICLES or 'drug molecules entrapped in vehicle molecules', you will have to explain where from these 'drug molecules' or NANOPARTICLES come in these 'ultra dilutions'. Remember, we are using not 100 ml, but fractions of drops as a homeopathic dose! 100ml of 12C will contain ONE atom of CARBON. Approximately, 100ml contains 1500 drops. Any ONE of these 1500 drops may carry this ONE ATOM. Remaining 1499 drops will not have carbon atoms in them. How can this ONE ATOM be present in EACH DROP used as homeopathic dose? Got it, sir? Remember, NANOPARTICLES are supra-atomic formations, much larger than individual atoms.
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If you believe in the "1% top layer" theory of our 'nanoparticle researchers', kindly explain what you think about the 99% that remains after the "transferring of 1% top layer to next level of potentization". Do you still think your theory of NANOPARTICLES or "drug molecules entrapped in vehicles" is right?



11. Positive Implications Of IIT-B Study In Explaining How 'Molecular Imprinting' Happens In Dilutions Above Avogadro Limit According to the MIT concepts I propose, 'Molecular Imprinting' of vehicle molecules with the drug molecules happens by a peculiar sort of 'supra-molecular' interaction between drug molecules and vehicle molecules during the process of serial dilution and succussion involved in 'potentization'. During this process, drug molecules and vehicle molecules enter into a sort of 'host-guest' relationship, where the drug molecules act as 'guests' and vehicle molecules as 'host'. 'Hostguest' relationship means, water-ethyl alcohol molecules that constitute the 'vehicle' arrange themselves around every individual drug molecules and entrap them to form peculiar supramolecular structures known as 'hydration shells' through a process of 'hydrogen bonding', leading to the formation of 'host-guest complexes'. When 'guest' or drug molecules are later removed from these 'host-guest complexes' through further succussion and dilution, free hydration shells devoid of drug molecules will remain in the medium. It is these empty hydration shells formed by vehicle molecules, or the threedimensional supra-molecular nanocavities carrying the ‘negative’ spacial conformations of 'guest' molecules, that we call 'molecular imprints'. According to MIT view, these molecular imprints are the active principles of potentized drugs, which can selectively bind to all pathogenic molecules having spacial conformations 'similar' to the original drug molecules that were used as ‘guest’, by acting as artificial binding sites for them. This is the essence of MIT explanation of homeopathy.
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Now the question arises, if potentization actually involves 'molecular imprinting', how can molecular imprinting happen after the dilution crossing the avogadro limit? We all know, dilution will cross avogadro limit for even the smallest drug molecules once it reaches 12C. For larger molecules, it will probably happen by 6C itself. If so, how can we expect 'molecular imprints' to be present in 30C, 200C, 1M and higher dilutions? Since the number of molecules in any quantity of substance is limited by avogadro number, it is obvious that there will not be any molecule of original substance remaining in a dilution above avogadro limit. Nobody involved in homeopathy can deny the fact that homeopathic drugs exhibit their therapeutic efficacy even in such 'ultra' dilutions, which clearly demonstrates that molecular imprinting happens even after the dilution crosses the avogadro limit. How? We need a scientifically viable rational answer to this very important question. We will get an answer to this intriguing question if we seriously study the widely misinterpreted and grossly misused research works of IIT-B scientists conducted in 2010. Dr Jayesh Bellare, the man behind the IIT-B study, said: ”“Our paper showed that certain highly diluted homoeopathic remedies made from metals still contain measurable amounts of the starting material, even at extreme dilutions of 1 part in 10 raised to 400 (200C),’’ “The hypothesis is that nanobubbles form on the surface of the highly diluted mixtures and float to the surface, retaining the original potency." “The hypothesis is that a nanoparticle-nanobubble rises to the surface of the diluted solution; it is this 1% of the top layer that is collected and further diluted. So, the concentration remains”. “all dilutions are only apparent and not real in terms of the concentrations of the starting raw materials.” See what Dr. Bellare says regarding how the study was actually conducted:
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"2000 ml of dilutions of each drug was taken separately, and subjected for evaporation until 4ml remained. This ‘concentrated’ 4ml which remained was used for study." "Using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), electron diffraction and chemical analysis by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES), we “detected the presence of physical entities in these extreme dilutions, in the form of nanoparticles of the starting metals and their aggregates”. "We found that the concentrations reach a plateau at the 6c potency and beyond. 6. We also “have shown that despite large differences in the degree of dilution from 6c to 200c (10^12 to 10^400), there were no major differences in the nature of the particles (shape and size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations (in pg/ml)." "We found that these nanoparticles of starting materials were present only in the 1% top layer. The remaining part contained no nanoparticles." According to the IIT-B scientists, during potentization, “this nanoparticle/nanobubble complex rises to the surface and can be within a monolayer once the total metal concentrations are well below 1 ppm. It is this 1% of the top layer of the solution which is collected and added to the next vessel, into 99 parts of fresh solvent and the succession process is repeated. This transfer of the top 1% layer in each step will ensure that once we reach below a certain concentration i.e. well within a monolayer, the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next, resulting in an asymptote beyond 6c.” These extremely valuable observations made by the study were totally ignored by everybody, including the researchers themselves. All of them concentrated their attention to the statement that 'nanoparticles' of starting materials were detected in ultra-dilution homeopathic drugs. They jumped into the instant conclusion that the active principles of potentized drugs are these 'nanoparticles' and started building diverse types of theories about homeopathy based on this 'nanoparticle research'. Due the euphoria this research created, nobody bothered to ask or answer the question, if nanoparticles "floating only in the top 1% layer" are the active principles, how each and every drop and even fraction of drops of potentized drugs are producing curative effects when used according to indications?
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The researchers have explicitly stated that "we found that these nanoparticles of starting materials were present only in the 1% top layer- the remaining part contained no nanoparticles." According to them, “the entire starting material continues to go from one dilution to the next, resulting in an asymptote beyond 6c.” If the “remaning part” other than “1% top layer” is devoid of any “nanopatticles”, how can you say nanoparticles are active principles of potentized drugs? Can anybody say, homeopaths use only “1% top layer” of solution from their drug bottles for administering to their patients? I have been asking this question persistently, but everybody ignored it! Another observation of IIT-B study that everybody preferred to play blind about s quoted below: "We found that the concentrations reach a plateau at the 6c potency and beyond. 6.” “despite large differences in the degree of dilution from 6c to 200c (10^12 to 10^400), there were no major differences in the nature of the particles (shape and size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations (in pg/ml)." When the scientists say their studies have proved “there were no major differences in the nature of the particles (shape and size) of the starting material and their absolute concentrations” in “dilutions from 6c to 200c”, its implications upon homeopathy are beyond imagination. Even though the ‘nanoparticle theoreticians' preferred to ignore it, I think the observation IIT- B scientists that the “nanoparticle/nanobubble complex” formed during succussion rises to the surface of the solution, and accumulate within a “1% of the top monolayer” layer of the solution is a right one, and very important in answering the question how ‘molecular imprinting’ happens even after the dilution crosses the Avogadro limit. According to this observation, this “1% top layer” containing the particles of starting materials is “collected and added to the next vessel, into 99 parts of fresh solvent” during potentization, and the succession process is repeated. This transfer of the “top 1% layer” in each step will ensure that there will be enough molecules of starting materials available for ‘molecular imprinting’ to takes at every steps of dilution even after avogadro limit is crossed.
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Everybody, including the researchers themselves, seem to have ignored some of the very important observations IIT-B scientists made regarding homeopathic 'ultra dilutions'. 1. They detected particles of 'starting materials' in potencies up to 200C. 2. They detected that these 'starting materials' are present only in the '1% top monolayer'. 3. They detected that the bulk solution other than the '1% top layer' does not contain any particle of starting materials. 4. They detected that the quantity, structure and properties of 'starting materials' they detected in all potencies from 6C to 200C are same. There is no any difference. 5. They observed that 'the whole '1% layer' containing starting materials from each potency are transferred for making the next potency, and hence, they are carried over to even highest potencies. Everybody were busy making theories that IIT-B team has 'proved' that 'nanoparticles of starting materials' are the active principles of potentized drugs. Everybody ignored the fact that drug particles were detected only in 1% TOP LAYER of potentized drugs. Everybody ignored the fact that the bulk part of potentized drugs except the 1% TOP LAYER do not contain any drug particles. Everybody ignored the fact that drug particles contained in all potencies from 6C to 200C are similar. KINDLY THINK OVER, EVEN THOUGH TIME IS TOO LATE. It is obvious that the 'particles' of original staring materials floating only in the '1% top layer' of homeopathic dilutions, and which are presumed to be 'wholely transferred' to higher potencies cannot be the active principles of potentized drugs. It is common knowledge that it is not the '1% top layer' only, but the whole bulk remaining even after of removal of 'top layer' that is used as medicines. That means, potentized drugs have therapeutic effects even if they do not contain any 'particles' of starting materials. If so, we have to continue our search 73



for the exact active principles of potentized drugs, which can exhibit therapeutic effects even without any 'drug particles'. Such a search will inevitably lead us to MOLECULAR IMPRINTS. We all know, hahnemann used to prepare his potencies by himself. After each stage of dilution and succussion, he “emptied” the bottle and refilled it with fresh sample of ‘vehicle’. He believed that the small portion of previous dilution ‘sticking’ to the walls of the bottle was enough to carry potentization to the next level. When viewing in the light of observation made by IIT-B scientists, it will be the ‘1% top layer conatining the starting material” that is mostly sticking to the walls of bottle while ‘emptying’ it. Obviously, major part of the ‘top layer’ will be thus remaining in the bottle for next stage of potentization. By this process, there will be some molecules of starting materials available in each higher stages of dilution, which will be utilized for the effective molecular imprinting of the medium. Even though I have been very critical about the works of IIT-B team due its irrational interpretations and conclusions, I think there is a positive aspect also in their work. This positive aspect is the greatest contribution the IIT-B team and other ‘nanoparticle researchers’ did for homeopathy, even though they failed to interpret their observations from that angle. Instead of making unsubstantiated and irrational ‘nanoparticle theories about homeopathy’, they should have inquired what is the role of these original drug molecules seen floating only in the “1% top layer” they experimented. They failed to see this aspect of their observations, since they have no any idea of ‘molecular imprinting’ happening during potentization. Had they understood it, they could have realized that it is not the 'nanoparticles' or “1% top layer” that is therapeutically effective, but the “the remaining part that contained no nanoparticles”, but only ‘molecular imprints’.



IIT-B team would have been right if they have realized that it is the '1%top layer' containing the particles of starting materials, and serially transferred to the higher stages of dilutions that actually help in retaining the medicinal properties of ultra-high dilutions. They should also have realized that it is not these 'particles' floating in top layers, but some factors currently unknown to them, that are the real active principles of ‘bulk’ solutions that lay beneath the “1% top layer” potentized drugs.
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Most importantly, I still believe they should have taken appropriate precautions to ensure that the 'particles' they detected in ultra dilutions they tested did not actually come from contamination or improper potentization, but belong to original drug substances themselves. I strongly believe, interpreting the IIT-B study from this right perspective, and arriving at right conclusions accordingly, without allowing unscientific ‘nanoparticle theoreticians’ to hijack this very important study into their pseudoscientific explanations, is a very important task essential in the scientific understanding of homeopathy. The scientific works they did using "drugs of metallic elements" should be replicated using complex vegetable and animal drugs also, in order to verify whether the 'top layers' of those preparations also contains particles of original drug substances- not metal elements only. The difference between 'top mono-layer' and underlying 'empty' bulk solution in terms of their molecular constitution, chemical properties and spectroscopic behaviors also have to be ascertained. According to IIT-B scientists, "1% TOP MONOLAYER" of each new potency contains "particles of starting materials" collected as nanobubbles, which are then as a whole "transferred" to new bottles for preparing higher potencies. The remaining bulk quantity probably does not contain any drug particles. It is this 'empty' bulk quantity, devoid of any remnants of drug particles, that are used as therapeutic agents in homeopathy. If so, what will be exact ACTIVE PRINCIPLES of our potentized drugs? Only answer that is rationally possible is MOLECULAR IMPRINTS. Presumably, the original drug particles contained in "1% top layer" is carried over and utilized for molecular imprinting of water-ethyl alcohol vehicle during every successive stages of potentization. That is how original drug molecules are made available for molecular imprinting of even our 'ultra' dilutions that are very much above Avogadro limit. For such a serious research to happen, IIT-B scientists themselves have to take the new initiative in integrating their scientific works with the ‘molecular imprinting’ concepts proposed by MIT. If they do so, I am sure it will open up new unseen horizons for homeopathy.
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